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Problest

The alsairoas part of mathematics is iftolving original problets,

but IL".-6 --at es --tat., ft...., the avionia-y 1,_artatkesses of ca3.culatingIV

answers mad simplifying complicated expressions. The two 'kinds of

activities are OCImplementarse at least fait the mathematician, whose

ideas give life to bin cialculations, but Arne calculation i are the

and muscle of his results. For many children who will not be

mathematicians, the ability to calculate accurately' rapidly, rind to

calculate the relevant answer, is of great value. I$ is true that

very large and repetitive calculations are now turrie4 over to elec-

tronic computers but, (a) many practical calculations are too small

to do on a cuter, for the answer can ho obtained 'before the problem

is even programed for the computer, and (b) .progransitag a Computer

to calculate is itself a process rather. liloe calculating.

Calculation has been little studied by psychologists, who have

preferred to study problem -solving end thinking. The remarkable

stuales of Jean Pieget, Margaret Demaldson, and many' ocher in

"childientS thinking" often have dealt with iroblais that

very) little calculation. If we'vish to Study Of

thinking, then the success of the process spa not 13e ObliCtizrid by

mere slips in calculation. However, this obviou9 point has led

psychologists aver from any sort o# cs3alation

A near exceptifin is the studies Of prooesses'4'.SOliritit problems

in intelligence tests, as perfOrmad*iititieitlits42 sand his eol1es$uea

This group have written caspiter progrimii;itiih "hiatirititiewsissuepticas



built in, to perfoxs tasks such ea continuing partial. series of numbers,

etce raw of the problems are model calculations, but differ from

Ordinary mathematics in that (a) the necessary information for a

complete solution is not given, (b) the tic' in- not taught are such in

school, and (c) there is no partieular use for the skill tested.

These thz.-att pr'-uperties seem to' be 'characteristic of problems that are

Most useful it intelligence tests.

The present. research is-,based on the-assumption that Ordinary

mathematics is both useful and interesting. In a sense, it is trivial.

to add .t& column of miters. That is, no new results are likely to be

ebtaAut-,:t from a mathematical Standpoints loweVer, the term "trivial"

may obkeitritt the true value of the operations. first, the answer to

the At= numbert um be interesting. If the numbers

are the -,stets 'of Cheeks written =last =nth, -then- the sum is the

total *wait 41011ey Spent throuGh thecks-,and may he a most inters.

sting-practioal piece of informsttion ulf the ambers are the ammo

bete Of errors made at varies 'Stages of practice in a learning

elparitaint* then-the' sums are the maims of the learning curve, and

haV4t Scientific interest-. might be argued "that adding a' 'cOlumu

of nuMbeiti multi in use-MI-tact more Often- than tiny other known

ruithtattieaoperatton

Secondi adding ii.tOltmin of nUidbers ii an example of IL 'process of

tedttaing a ccapi*Idpvissittit to a valkonidal,' Nimplifieds torn, and

that Airbag' Oa- ittlitith-4.aubjeat,'otlitateresting:inVestigetiOn and is a

ablOtitf-1112C'othat diathenatirar proitenatali IThe calculationi-7
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to its .canonical or sinplest forit,120,

It happens that for everYAitit rkOè tO sum Of

every set of integers or ratiiiiisintniberet *Wire

form consisting of L single tier.' existeii& f1iSi form

is of great thetiretio-al siiiftcenco, ite that ittiatielitiiites

calAgations can be carried -out- by eUoiitheil (441.1,

iitarat like' s cospitterrprOgrtanY4

P0371 has leitillukt, isteitiali:. i taeLlinik: t4ty toite;

TO PROVE,' or 10 nee The Atheettesni'abbut'llinallitai

there is attelitUEsilit

complicated anCadviinet4 -4

complicated thoUgh in4Aeltise of tioiiiintitti4ritiaieticAt'Citititits

of sir-a1gossith1e4-: :The saliiii*-t-neti-ittithelflitiiitlimiiii Prate

usiiquentiti4f the soldtitin4sikite utie Viii
surprisewithen:wertdd-*-roatilin

mactitiotheirlosien Isoutattfiti-43 Vilidgfliteweverii iit
f diói hi*

IiiTAIWZIC841virasitivi tiros tii

"forgnit'ititelnsices but this does not mean that the outcome is known

betas the mews is carried oLt.
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Although ye have some understanding; in a general 'way, of the

mathematical nature of adding a coluan of nunibers, it is rosarkable

that vs have so little understanding of the psychology of this process«

Like other calculations, adding a colum of numbers say be thought of

in as algorithm, and this brings to mind WO .qmostions First, what

?Ere the elementasy steps in the process? SeOaad, he are these steps

combined into the whole *trial process?

In adding numbers, ye should not be too sure that we know what

the elementary stages are. Following an ordinary method as the writer

himself performs the tom, censider adding by the usual riethod as if
it were a computer program. The program ie sketched below, though of

course the intoreatim given below is insufficient to find where to

write the 11111110115; how to carry, etc.

Noble,/ that each call= of the.nuMbers is mad* up of a chain or

loop of sidrprocessest including adding new ntsihal to a present soon

and then cheating to see-,jf awls at the end of the column: Psycho..

logically, adding 7 to 4 presents-sum of 25 mef be relatively complicated,

and is not easily porta:tad by a young chili: At each change of

column, a new check operation must be performed.

Thus, there are a nuiber of "instructions" or steps, and a number of

decisions to be isade, within this algorithm. Furthermore, the alga

Atha, since it contains loops, re resents a serial process in which

the etessintery processes are strung together within a framework. All

In AMU* a cob= of numbers by the standard method is relative],

eagtettikat
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A psychological analysis mey spproach the problem from several

other directicas. Adding, certainly* involves a good bit. of memorn
we merely remember tbat 5 ' 8 al 13. A fatr3ty large store of pert
information is employ/04 Whether it in subject to cofusion* del
in access, eta*, is a question of some import,ce* "Mt*, adding by

the usual methods requires the,usa of sale short.-tern moor4he child
ist.,reerlds "preeen,t,sumuend sase oWer information, must not
lose track of where he is in tlte problem4 etc 4 Similar4, the child
must remember where he is it the Oiaritbm. In addit4on, numbers must

be 'perceived without error* Finally, anevere must be written dean

correctlYt in the right place, All of these suboactiVitie4 are possible
sources dee/ or error..

The problems of th0ee/.4veetigations, is to dstermine *ors about
the actual 8 ou ce an lifficulty jn simp4, arithaetical
tasks i44.14thet title (a) ,of learz4ng,more bot human cognition ma

(b) of1"ing the foln4qi9m, fora sensiblespedagogy of methemetics.

"..

. ;`.(`

*4 -

'"',11111,1411,1%."" 41itTe airlirr168.'"*`

everr tips!, ,tke child zriver at

we believe

Niktgovo care must130 imuteas1,171fr,,,AQ,

5:T it.0 theif7Mliejltilli,r41/3/1:;%
pr tp, caste correctly. This point of view is most ace**

rater
AINFP.141%

114 , cY,c



the difficulty, then swirl about and ccetaino to produce the soluticl.
Only rigidly* ordinarily Induced by bad teaching, can prevent this

natural process from proceeding to its ahandnic conclusion.

opposition to this romantic position stands newt, vith his
assertion that the young child is by nature rigid and unable to cc

puts, and only develops flexibility, the ability to be carried by the

structure of the situation to the proper answer, by a series of new

deikeloyaents leading to groupmeiats and operational tbirlitng.

The present studits differ. fres Piaget*s usual orientation in
that attention centers on the particular tasks of arithmetic, rather
than on the general abilities attd levels of development studied by

Pieget. It is natural, with the iliterests of the Geneva laboratory,

that the tasks should be chc\sen not for intrinsic interest but for the
information they purportedly throw on the thought processes of the

child. Therefore, problems in "conoperration" of volumes, in muter
of flowers in subsets covered with 'Xie Whole set, etc., are &area.
teristic topics of stuV. is salmi what moves the trees on

breesy day, or is required to 6clre simple problems with a balance.

such tasks are chosen, a zal] so as to mtnizise the amount of

calculation required, because the investigator is interested in general

levels' of development, not. in the mere mechanics of manipulating

symbols. As a result, such investigations tell Au almost nothing about

how children calculate.

A theory derived from work like Pieget6s will attribute solution
of a ,given prdblem to the general ability, developed by the child? to
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perform operations with the required level of abstractness and the

rewired flexibility of interrelationship. The analysis mar include

the idoa that specific relationships. not only "levels of ability" must

be present, but this, merely leads us back into the educational and

psychological history of the child.

The present theory has three parts. First; the assumr,tions and

ele mentary' coneequences of "discrimination-learning" theory will be

stated. Seaga, the ganeral idea of algorithms and their application

to elementary mathematics will, be outlined. Final' ly, an integration

of the two sets of ideas will be attempted, in the way of asking how

the child wi31 guide his algorithmic behavior by discriminations.

seiam Tjarn

DiserianatiOn-Uarning Theory is a set of experimental findings,

connected by cocoon underlying assumptions, that can serve as the basis

for predating 'behavior in more complex situatims. Tn this,, it is

like clessioalcanditioning theory and Skinnerien operant-conditioning

theory.

The conditioning theories center on the idea that loaning results
.-

in the formation of new connections between stimuli amd responses.

03 L folidwed a UCS, a conditioned response CR still appear,

attached to the Ca. If S is followed by R end t , by a reinfortement,

Okinnerian theory, then the eceraection of R to B is strengtheued.
s, . , ,

ationsaLearning Theory is cencerne 9 not with the
. 4 'Os., s

formation but with the selawmss ion of appropriate responses to stimuli.
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In its simplest tom, the theory deals with * sequence of trials of

training on each Of vbich a stimulud situation is shown and a "correct

answer" indicated.' I.11 animal-training, the animal is required to mate

a choice rest:Wass' eadh trial, then is either rewarded or punished. de-

pending one .whether he is correct -or 'nott.-,,The correctness of a response

is indicated . -by be reward or punishment.'' trialwandm,

error learnitigi

'he litibjtct 11*-, faced with-suctessive trials of such a' problem,

establishet a pattern Of responding that-msy be-,called a "strategy" a

By a strategy is meant &pattern= of reaponding_that 'provides the sub

ject with a response to each of the situations-,presented in the problem.

That is, Discrimination Learning Theory aces not 'eSSUMW that the sub-

ject acqpiret each part of his 'behavior 'pattern, indepeildettlyompon the

contrary, it aelltitele3 that alL segments or the behavior system are

organised it Odythe-begisning.-

If tht subject Meets' 'With success, that( As -it he attains a_ prom

portion s rettards. over Ttunishment, that i high relative to his

stetdarfL or adqtation-leveI, -tlien he 'maintains the se strategy. If

hex faiIE, that remarOsleallst, belts: the 'adaptation

14141., 'the Sitbjget changst Strategy.

The subjeat -is:' conceived *a have avesOilablft,,a fixed 'let strat-

-ogles 11 Some 'e, these strategies, (nc4 necassari37 a unique one),

will serititolgave ptobletfaidivrovidtAthe suWeIct-4/23h-,satio-

,, tactical arOttittotteses This As thee settrotlIcqr4at" -.strategisecArmbolised

-by ' 0 'Aber -strategies are irx**levant to the problem at rend, and
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if followed lead the subject to unsatisfactory performance and "failure".
It is understood that such irrelevant strategies, the set I , may

lead to temporary or partial success.

If S is constituted only of the sets C end I so that
C U I = S , then we have a relia4ive3y simple experimental problem. The
subject begins the problem Br choosing szme one strategy at random iron
S If the strategy so chosen is in C , the subject begins at once
perfo g correctlyQ It the strategy is in totrabn rg--:44-tually end

before long the subject experiences failure4 and then reseaples fras
the set S with replacement. (That is, the set S is not changed.)
If this is also an irrelevant strategy, an element of the set I ,
t be later the subject will again resample. lie resamples over and

over until he happens to hit upon a correct strategy, in the set C

Since that strategy leads to success, the subject does not chase it,
and his performance will stabilize at success.

In this simple situation there are several properties of the
behavior that are of theoretical and practical interest.

1. Performance or "learning" is armor .none.

Proof: If the subject has an irrelevant btratew he must

resample, and that puts him back in the situation of sampling at which

he started. Thus, until he hits a strategy In set C , the subject
makes no partial progress..

g The refrobability of suffering exactly n failures forms a
Y . ' 4'

geometric distribution end depends upon, the proportion of correct
strategies, -a I,
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"Woof: 'The probability of zero errors is the probability

that the first sample is correct, which we call c Suppose the sub-

jet* instead 'first ahomma a irralovgant att-vritghee, t,. 44 eswwwsw*Adbwo
1

1-c Then he certainly suffers ifellnre. If be then samples and

dhooies a Correct strategy, (probability e), the first failure will be
< =

the only one. Therefore, the probability of exactly one failure is
To Buffer exavt;3y- failures, the subject must choose

iintlivoint'strategies the hist n samples, with probability (1-c) l
. ." vgg. .

theti''Cheogie Eitiategy' so as to end the failures. Thus, in

general, the Picibeiiliti ihat T tolial failures, equals n le
gg. g

swan by

a geceetrii distribution.

P(11,10 = (1-c)ic

it is caned a geometric distribution
g

because the iieqOence of numbers, c (1,4)e (Ime)2e , etc., form

a-geometrie progression). #urtheriore, the parameter e of that
%

0.t4

distributiOn is the probability

giut)eet'iieriandel.

of sampling a correct strateat given

z4.1)
Corollaiiiiss Elementary probability theory tells us that

1-
*7, ,--yeeet_

thiteinean' total failures, given the above model, and the variance of
total failures, are

g ,

El] .. Aiog.,'',, ; E(T)=r 4:g"Rlir.. s.* . AA, g, :`

z,=2;'VariWItre,-(30,c)iot

whence it catz be seen that thetteidarkderiatitivitiw,,r-rt. t

,f31 !..114117;101-4z

- ittd. !z,on.,t. :,?

*.." '.
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and La ilightly larger than-rthe mesa* The 0;4 are h1017 sterlable

PrCitiiiihsoie$ hà goOmetigic 4distributiou is..T.shaped$ with its mode et

3a The speed of

$ .corredt- strategy.

that as

lseraiag depends up9u the probability of choosing

Proofs *cm point .2 cbovet,especially Equation le Notice

iioreases- the fraction (1.4010.: .deaP3SeeffemuthalYee as the

iUty Of -choosling a correct stratsW* a , beaCcea larger!) the
a

expected total failures before colwi'Fion gets, emallor,

Remark: Mean total failures, E(T) is a useful index of

"difficulty" of the problem, end we shal3. think of "rapid letruing" as

t'lieducli *ail errors."

Let any set A of strategies* a subset of 13 , have a measure

m(A) We construe m(A) as they teudancy for tt subSent$ when he
-

3

.4tiYa s.cUx ,and C hes no elements in ccemon with I

by definiticn, it tor:lows from elementary measure theory that

ow

114 z.4(13) ta(C) + m(1)
.,

$ the probability of:tehpOsiit 4irkeet. strategg$ is defined as
,

3.. Other 4
t' .4? Z` k

4.
rustic, 404

,

CR fort
%pita, the speed' of le tin biz, Iiieteisettlay

_'?ccirsi A "Z 34

root strategies to the *0104 tts 4:4, 4-1

Pro:
SuPP°

..... that the 021.FAtua est of correct strategies
iiii1/416,41,ikire set

1"

al zwiti etalie' one;4,, CA eita the-add"

The
ittiii tiertititeet is, lid vle0e language of the statement ver
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C Iff#,,814410-thAnk ate .--idttairtitrategitis
4:11.24'

th,e -new problem the setiVrAittlifeet':''''
strate4es

s7;' -41:f ;la Po U- Ca

and_ pine*, the tiro are disJoint , ;.-`-;',.*:1,, 0,

16j. ) tato
There Is no reason to bea4,0* thateAd4iu revvvelevant straggles-kr;

**.should

t.

'

ch

set Z e
4Pre111*-44-214tegiets. so-ve ,aseuviethtit the

4k- :T.0, t1442.4fIsat of Irtve'Vat sthatetitesi

.

The toPeil Pfit of ftfrArbegies are- alo-different* of

'

Patting thills togetbego

old end :two sky
r

-Proortscrta-ct-crxertiit-4trategtee,

-"P"'

fra-hvand* provilad that a(%) ts greater tabu zero, the result Is thatcos wester then co 0-, s nentiaaed under Point 2. Ws means fever,

Allures* end as stated under Ppittrai"" lolthat we kneet
br faster lsrainsa

40:44.1

eodini A stsolginte mutt
vztot, aor
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and fuel systems, but the two me$_be intermixed-and ;Oils? lit geMkrefl

IIIPPoexonCe itwitle a truck-.motor If an parts of the trans:tonics are

(in a training vehicle) painted yellow, and all parts of the fuel

*stem s painted red, thou these color elms are the basis for a

number of new strategies. The result is that the trainee can more

rapidly discrimizate the two systems.- A* 'We see below, be as not be

.ablelcorowit :co regular. Imola afterwards, however.

The Proof of POint 5 is relatirslycceplete and elaborate.

Since the arguments are elementary thriivait- this section, they will

be liven in relatively ekettoblr form. It is to be understood that each

particular point should be spelleciout in complete detail.

. 6. -Qther tb4nsa-aquelA the ,stpeedsof 1,c12141413 ;64 be Cr4rMe4'bY

rejtAlCittli; dbreigtifX12 sWit has the effect of removing 80110 irrele-

vant strate04s. frau ,
.40t,the Qriginal set of irrele:pAnt

.01414-41 644- he new est, fr4-40rrerI424--,4,P.;,44-A-zbe It' *

AztO, aestuee that m(111):t< ,R(I0) Then, 4pince other

saes
yV4 :2 z, ,

:444 4.4 :$4141:=

C

, V

-1; 'n-3 7.C\ G4VVA4P.gq."Vf,VW: Milk; )4.14 4,PPP.41:40ttkallit- Frerlk

A4n, alOrgititkV;tt 4901444;11-44re'''#;:t OrfeftWitZ z
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?roof: Let Ix be the variable set of triselevsnt strategies.

Then th proportion of relevant strategies is

[7]

s(Tx) = 1-664-U

and Substituting the results of Ecio 7,

zit

Sines m(C) is a militant, this -Matt that-the -newerroiet-are-propori,

tional to the steam* irrelevant strategies.

DiseaSsiont 01ae appiteatita of this idea is tothe- nehoolivi;

roditt,vheittthe Children ire-livelY'end itOvitiorsbouti.theArailir are

tired with colrfui and intim-editing- Pisiteriti tad thet. d1Wful1 of

aetiSities, it aunt be asissse,..biat'the &Llano arer-ttralA eUvent

Strategies -with" iseepeW portieular task they are to work on.

The ritsult-is' 'happy,' oltildretCidth ibtrattattigny ketesi -k

thfr-'''rstittV,Ieatitingctatrbe-=---

inartaisi d! by eisphteititigthii;

7'4 DitittuitsiOnt,:e'SrAteeithakiiiine itiAstetat- usibrisOLISKAttiztails,

littaMtVa tolittti?itatiel itiVrint,:t*O10- eln4-iiittUrerittaVdetho;

tittio*Var amitivs)i_ethedusittereltteatfitt wiitio-rAttetimpt4

laitt itietutipetw otitotilt*-114t lasing a given correct strategy, not



by adding nay correct strategies, but by changing the easileing probss-

wattles.
Point 8. Other things equal, the rate of learning can be

increased by giving the surect it useful record of stratifies he has

tried, In this ww-...-hopefulay, the: subject dU discard- all irrelevant

strategies tried, end after each:011=e he will,have a higher probe.

billty of hitting a correct strategy.

DiscuBsion: It zthe, UMW* uses the record to -eliminate

strategies he is not sampling with, replaces:alt.:time -a fixed- a-et S 4:

The notion of learning by syetemtic eliminaticat thus transcends

discriminatAmftwlearning_theory.- .

Point 9.- ,Transfer .-of training -.from me. simple, discrimination

to another ;cCurs all-oronone. ,

Prooft, Cali, the tasks A end B Suppose the subject has

chosen a particular strategy s to solve problem A When given the

first trial of problemproble ti , he preststabky Uses tie same strategy a

if he can. If s is also a successful strategy in problem B then

he transfers perfec tIr.-, --. . , ,f, -!,

Ncer suppose tharc_rategy.7,#,,. B at all,
4:44.,40010*.,":44411:11,...

:a the subject ocaiot use4t,,.. Then he must,,begir.,cling 444,problem

B 010 as 441 Ip Pter:orlkins,AwracilP,".

Tho. ittile,41134,Fttmcce4,4Pgir,
Striate/M. 041.3.f to -;:ePioxe fter tipktrfagure,

tirl).VIgntotRrin!,"1,, mlimrsple, and is again 3Ut like a subject

with no previous training ("none"),
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Point U. It& subject suffers so spaa os rue tai3nro in,

transfer1 then his expected future perfornsacerie the asse as if he.

had uc previous training.,

Proof.- is a simple cousecituniceyot the Alleaor'-nona ,

transfer idea. A single! failure is enough tO- te21 WI that- the ":j..strt

is not transfer-4ns r Renew the transfer-mst be ,

Point

Point 11. ,The -probability of.,transfer freWtokk,Y1:

B 1).-7givalrasaterr. f k is equal to tiwartionfritionargrobatitlityjtbat

a strategyi,,given, it-is chosentrow 'A" ittftsverlistkaatve CA:f1A3

Diticussioni 'This again is singly-, a, restatementma' theN;proof

of. Ptint;9. however* it has -a useful nathematic.4 poiatette t follow,:

Centidethat,the subject had -no, training that::: t ransferrett o. Task lit- -.

Task is the starting point. Then the probability of transfer to

Task B given by

191 K-Transfer "OA- 11 iL
sa."177--7"

. A

,--MfacattoViXateriiiinatictit;aattittutZe=

a column of- umbers or counting the peonies on a

desk Sit tettiftiet4ifte-liitteMirtfitictitat44iitd4etrivIe-atning;,

eke tXcnLu'-1hith akar'

b610eitiii4 tc àf thltrViatiblks-Ikk-'

tlicory4
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Ivor (ample, co sides a child counting pennies. He ust; first,

discriminate the pennies from whatever irrelevant stimuli rasy be about.

This, is tufo. will be easy if there are no other confusing objects

'abciut. If no other coins era Vresent., then more r-.4*.x.'dn-esu can be used

ea the ,basic for diserimination; though a there are dimes, in, the pile

additional cues -of color , anti -size =at be 'emploYed, This shows 12%4:

'by simplifying the situation, =one can make more strategies releirant.

Similarly, if all the 'coins to be counted,are;Thysieally close tether,

then location can be the basis of a discrimination of the set to be

counted, 'During the process of counting; the child not always be able

to diticriminate between the set of coins ,a3xeady: counted, and those

Still left to be 'Counted. This discrimination,..may.be greatly aided by

Wiring the scoins from one pile to another; addingnew strategies ..based

as-location.

Discrimination learning theory would also hold that this; and any

Other-die criminaticts-, needed, would' be easier i distract"ons are re-

isti.voit.' 'In--mathematics this mw,mesin' both improving general working.,

conditions s, aniV also etu4 of; the desiga4of: questioner., euiy-; of which

ineludeArrelevisit or- unnecessary informttionitor-.suggcst,many inappro-

priete*strategies 41-

The Ituestion transfervf-training is, the,: poet delicate.. The

au..oluncza tr &lister, 4theow arising from disethathation,learning theory

-13,04 a -erect exjp2ication that can by a possible pattern

/*, um t --transfer,



it,thild becomes quite skillful at answering the following or of
"Word Problems". "Nancy is 32,. John io to What is the difference in

age between Nancy and John?" Our child aa taught to do this by lie-
toning for the word "difference",arta being told to subtract.

Another problem, i given,. "Emmy is 3 years older then Hunk and.

Mane is 2 years..older than &tn. What is the difference age between

Nancy end Jobs ?" Using the strategy that solved the earlier problem,
the child, subtracts; 3 2 ai 1. , wad he afters the tower that Nancy

is0;le year older then Jc n.

to this situation the child has found a strategy that solved

task A (argt task- in which the difference is found fivy subtracting)

but now fsfils on the. new problem, in which differences are given and

must be aid. Z this came the 0164k-strategy applied but leads to
failure..

This possibility illustrates an important characteristic of

discrimination-learning theory and its approach to learning. After a
given problem ieloastared, according to diecriminetion-learning theory,

we still do not liccessarily know what stratea the subject is using.
All we know is tat the stratemr.;helsi.-using, Whatever it is, is

good enough to solve. this particular probleM. Therefore, it mor care

surprise to the teacher -that the childc having ,answered a whole

muence,of "differeince" publeasit,correctir suddenly Oyes a "stupid"

en230W-:.im.)a ugwproblastio. Mutt !this *swamis 'that the earlier behavior

vas- stagtatedo by.a :strategy not intended by the teacher.
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apAtLms,

An algorithm is a recipe for mathematical or other activities,

including methods of making all necessary decisions. If it is followed
exactly it alway terminates, and always yields the correct answer.

Any set of problems that can be solved by algorithms are "trivial" in
that ne intelligence or mathematical insights e.r..d no luck, are needed

to solve them.

The theory and methods of algorithms are now considered, not

trivials, but quite the contrary, for any' problem that will yield to an

algorithm is "computable" and can be handled by a digital computer.

ate general taeory of algorithms is extremely precise and formal,

and not appropriate for this context. However, some obvious properties

of algorithms mars be mentioned to suggest hor a psychological analysis

may be performed.

An algorithm is a variation or elaboration of a system organized

as follows;

START

?OPERATION

al TRaT (REPEAT OPERATION OR EXIT)

EXIT

The pair of parts labelled OPEUTION and MT form a lopp, in that the

operation mew' be repeated over and_ oVor. A czempletely closed loop

would be rept:sited often ii but the TEST step provides a basis

for stopping the algoritbuto

4
:4.44444.4
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11 psychological problems, a certain situation is entered at START*

The step OPERATION tmodifies the situation* and the F3 tep TEST corresponds

41 ,rs*il grist
AIIK:=1411a141101 AN. sitaith ...IP - _ a_ _ _ _%:"netantir Emma war the Ammo.

0 J t,iii wtth 15 PAW c,:trirre= Zo

dom. I IN
liepeinUng

on the relation o situatto to this criterion, the algorithm may

return to OPERdION and again change *lie situations or may BAIT from

the algorithm*

Notice that the abaft i strati to the concept of a TOTE unit

(Tentr..operate.teitwaicit ) put forward by Mill,r, Galt:later, and Pribram

in their book, PLANS AND THE ST.RUCTIIITE:0? SW. y:10-R0

It is possible to develop more complex algorithms by using more

than one operation, and then increasing the caaplexity of the r31/33.T to

permit say of several decisions* A slight complication is th follevIng:

1 ,,,
OPERATION 1 ortATtON 2
1 I

TEST 1 TEST 2

LCIO TO OPPaArtION 1 mi fro °mom
co Art OPERATION 2 oo To OPERfuenlOIT a

Ent'
t

in, which two elementary SOTE units are hooked togetheto. Iu.ths.,patpern

cove the two units are hooked tkp parallel, They msg7 also bz
;17

connected in eerSes, as f'ollows
Z"t

'z- W. /.7f;" t "

, , - -7 "A"`," ;isit:_'.7 114,

.cc
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me
8

OPERATION 1
1

OPtRATION 24t)

SST 2

140

t110 TO OPERATION I

GO TO OPZRMION w?..e"

EXIT

In this second arranggmeutt, OPERATION 1. TEST 1 are an optional

preliminary to OPERATION 2 . TIEST 2.

Basically, one must e.lways proceed from START to an operationo

and then after en ope.ration that may be relative3 complicated, one

must sweme at a T. The TEST is a 'branching point t Irma there

mey be several alternatives. Elfezy al.ternative is either an MAMMON

or cm T.

If the algorithm is to be finite, it must be true that the antem

will always exTive at en EXET 1,3 a fitite number of stages.. Therefore a,

there .fit be no closed loops. This in turn mesne thgt wherever the

ortem goes it E.',48t always encounter teats that nay turn it to T.

iturthermorete. if the Oates does AM:. exit, it must go to as O?ERPTTC

cr series of operations that change the aftustion, an the shame must

be in the direction of whatever situation resva.ts in an T.

This __lest revirement is Te m. complicated to discuss and evaluate.

°bylaw 1y, it is a genera3. description of a cm: Ater prxItram that does

not big up or go Into gin endless loop, and wane who has pros/waned
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a col:pater knows thigb the logic of a good propels may be aztrtney

etxple.0 In facts it is often much easier to run a proven and find

out If it works, then to anaUsse It end determine its logical viability.
In psychological models of &Writhe*, e stem may only be

finite* :By this prepossessing stattesentt mean cal,y
this the system rimi be in a lOop returning to operations end not

azitdusw ea =bet; of times, However, the changes in the situation,.
or else the outcomes of the tests, are pobabilistic. There is, on

every sweep through the loop, a slons4ero probability of exiting, and

the vrobebilities are such that AS N IMMO, ISE 1:11.013ABIL1TY OP

11....n1MIS IN THE LOOP FOR AT LEAST N TIIIEJFITS APPROAMS HERO.

Thus, ire zitimot sat a maxim= ember of trials for the algorithmic

prOMits tzd eve Vint sZor some DI the system tadts by trial Al].

we can lifer Is that for Any p,Isobobility P 'however small, the exists
a number of triaas'depending upon F, N(P) , such that the probability
of the oysters* looking as may as (P) trig is ten then' P

A cexPuter prog with this ch etS4ti a iagram-ad below:

-CALL kBAND,Oinno..... 12 3 It 6_17Ati;___
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Suppose that on each try* the probability that IT IM X le equal to p

Then with probability 1 p the system loops* The probability that

t 10,sys V, times is (2-011 0. Thus if e wishevito beaue2 to a
PrOlanity 17 so .03 that the system will be fillies& by 3 ,triala,

aerelq,cbooase en N so large that_

The alms is euth rn N ; eiref N. larger then log 401 AG4 (14P).

viii 4o since the criterion vas equivalent to. .

N log (I,T) < log 401

(Nato please* that both logarithms are negative). The above inequality

transforms to

> log (.01) / log (1-p)

vitan both sides are multiplied by the negative iniallber2 1/lag(l7)

Teb. $74E-smteriostic of a stochastically-finite system is that the

OPERATIONS need not ;Kinross in a particular "direotioe toward the

result that produces_ XTT Instead, the OPERATIONS .mmr weity sample

aboutio,prodtg,ling no net ipprov-,4( i44. "but with some rf40e probe

of an:lying at a_s.iktifsly#4.01,44ation in one, or a finite serieso of

Ste1313

"der, tame oAretimstanees one need. only think of the

OPERalyaspairs as oid'otattes of a Narkov Main. One of V4e stateei,,

BIM is en absoliiingfAtS44, end there WO no otbher ergodic subsets,

Th6r0 it the373/411 ,12415., 'Mate, nt*er -041gtattess 4i gOZIMss that the

alsOathm Is stochastica13y finite.
'411.1", 11, 1,
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The above zemarks are someWhat informal, but serve to sketdh iu

the oiranottion between eigOriiins: repe efaeirkapi of ceidulationt

and the 111.-or.none learnini =mess of diseriatie,tit In the'aiso,

Zech OPPRATIOMEST par can be thought of as an 1311Stellie of agetfisi-

nation learning, an on ea& pass through that stele the subject' hes a

possibility of eolving the prob1e in ibis :11.E14:tio IT

situhtion If lsannirg ia a] ono, then eadh of these sUb.systems

Nabs thought of es put of a Marko". Chain, for Cie alIwOr0none

pt y is IS.entigal, In its tlisoretioaliiguiticsiicee'witil1/4 the bailie

assuuptions of a siltple Matko* Chain*

Consider a dbild Mein the cow of nuiberio

5

An algorithm for tills prodess ig es follarst

,7477.7
6TAIO: rind the top lumber N one read it into ortige X e

CPERICION 1: Lo ds helm tie uttiter below .3: Cab. Lt t

TEST: Is there a tilieVarZ there?

If Yes9 Go to Oxistailon

If Not Go to Opration 3.

OFZRATION 2: Ad& f to X a Cal this :mat X Go to

0,wratioa le

OMATION 3 Writs ectu X as the answer Go to BUT

025600101100

A
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Several comments about this example are in order* First, it is
toxisaAr & proper algorithm provided the operaZions are defeated, and

prcivided there is a point in the problem at which the MST will case

cut "No", that is, the child will arrive at the end of the colmni of
nusibers,

it might be objected that OPERNPION 2 Includes the concept of

t2sading two numbers", and it is circular to clefin6 a algorithm ror

&Idling numbers that inel.udesorithin it, the concept of addition. How.

ever, it maa. be "sauced, at ?Least as en bypothesis, that the psychological

act of adding two nwgzetra together is less then, and differzukt from,

the act of suing a whole col a more then two numbers.

A more complete.snalyeis of the problem ane the OPE.RAWONS

given above into parts. It may be that within a single operation one

ien find-a -sequiJAce of step land tests. The writer sots, ibe
-tiredi i rattier baid at arithmetic. SupPcse be Must add I to 37
lie tar put Ott fait timers Of one head, and say' totimeelt "37". Thee

be 'coUnts rift -43-1", let each 'count folding ió one of the ettertaed

Man*, and at leiteli tittp checking 1at there tii"-at 1et ace finger
butic: When th*re-ire ao :fligett , the 'sum is simNi tbe iat number-
*aid. mils:. Now 37 hs.lieacties the foili:id:itattibiithitt

, 'r
" - ^

; r
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STMT

&MATTA* 12 Pn4 nut riuhAr Alfinaima onmspaci)nrdarta tn amlar

umber.

OP2i1ATON 2: 8 the larger =bort) N 0

OPNRATIOd 3: Increment the larger msber r to N 10

OPER-2ATON 4: Fold in one finger*

ITEST: ARE TEEM ANY nom STILL OM

I

If TEN go to (MOM 3e

If NO9 go to OPERATICS 5,

IOPERATION 5 Write dovn # EXIT 0

LIMOZONOINFII

To mderwtxmd arittnetioaloalcu3,atiom. it La not su=lotemp to

lazdwitend et *WA Wing two niuthers, By further !snarls. WO

wog= meg be broken down into its oomponents9 though?te m4Y 11.24

that the compcneates euehea eNkting OA thse_tingeris we no longer

used, and the moult is dhte4ned "directly!. Nevevert we mut lolso

entb,asime together the indiyi&ual at of adding into a total proems,

by ithickthe T-"ps adult-becomes able toacbiAt401.0 00414 of$.5"Pleft

44te by hand., if neoeseari.rf The Pullrgfik.4ere Si 41tPdut4V the.

49004 o 4694th es t 4.4012elmatt the $71#4104 o

P90WWW1444144-144=440g6144,01,0ms elm Immvpmiiplataf,

-1. lAts

pianuasuzit smitat &mak btiLi
t;') ..tit71',

Notice that the power of algorithms is that awl yermit Use reuse,

mart and mere of the same OPERNZION9 and thus street a, great econopy,

t

0
o

6
. ,

c
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in that yew complex tasks, with hundWit, of steps, can be accomplished

sifter the mastery of only two or three OPERATIONS.

However, if we would return again end again to an OPERATION, we

must have some I-787 of terminating the process, otherwise each calm.

1a4on would :web* throw the performer into an endless whirl of

aimless activity.

Furthermore, most complex calculations are not the repeat of

exact3;y the sew operation over and over, but instead require variations

in performance depending upon the current state or the ealculatice.

Both in ores to stop the process, and to give it the necessary

flexibility, each step is controlled by a 7ESTe

Speaking in mehological terms, t. TEST is a discrimination. When

the algorithm specifies a test, the subject must inspect the situation

(ehich no doubt has many irrelevant aspects alon,g with those relevant

to the agoritive). end select from it the essential still:11m character..

Jetta* ?Ian one of two or more responses must be choseno It happens

that the responses are MATIONS rather then simple choices, but it

is still possible to consider the choice process itself by use of

Discrimination Learning Tb,eory.

this way it is conceived that performance of an algorithm

involves performance of several discrimination problems. When a child
y . . '

learns an algorithm, he must learn each of these dirvominations, and

his ebility to perform the complex task without er, e said without

false EXIIS (quitting), depends upon his precision in discriminatiar.

The propertion and clarity of relevant cues, the prepotency of correct
-47;
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istratesiest eitatiativis custrazticaso exes emit ram haft zele

itt mastery at ausoxtents- eat 6Atftealties arsi 6rt r attstbuticia

ftr..4 .ittk ingsuftea MOWSmecr,,a Nres Amairserawas twirl eomparwe siv.wgiOSMIJOVIEferg kfijajtaWiiiiiiirsaiWWWZgalEV

It some of oar vorkv. lyté Imo noticed. tt lintyabaos,44,1 pteems Volt

Callilittet in -Kea Vara t Iwith the _s zvftlaa. aft eago. Nrigra iss Tom

his ot oalculatia4.0 We :noedite th4 Veva *MU dzsg not* =Wan-
merely find the beginning 0.1, itlyrobiet tad pkag akime31, lite9 Tc4r

step; to the -ccinclusicrte If tha-w...lett is et ail ungo Tin notice

that; :mid xan beams weed and conitsek ana elthoxe thw ort

the °right trackili: eirq! tie. that prifrInt iv** okten tokiliadt gift

because a Make has ,been isade.; but bemuse .tea &VA Wats he

isade-stadstekei or thilike he is not cia the riett trattu

Consider; now, that the gbiX pOioaleelley matizis117- =to at

extra TM, asking if ids eaculation.ip =du Wm* in a settersztorr

wry. What crAsitt tbis siege It Iltight newt tilt* Its' otad xecft testa3

to see bar much cif* the_caleulation be he ?at m/ to Ur' to reetiict

hoe soca certain branches, in the process_ will be era tot est

Vat he has not gone intro an endless "loop" nese woad be @beaks c

the quality. of 'perfornanceit Experienced titer iktt)greaterto- so to

the vas V "testy' sefaauttultith-,Avaluatei- the Ae- the celculettong

end, serve to terminate .23stitto1ogilcul 4estiatiosi.trosythtvproweentr,s

intentioku The child; Anita natacellr; pittrtorms,such was tutting

sates, .

t:==Orie;Viar tht ,Progrest.Ifir tZtaltpritist off=- wtestede is by

dividing the task into parts* This k-soires that the child have a
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nrar."+.01.10.

moral teas of -the vitae teisizi fro= beginning to ends. and esteblish

sage IttaikvaM- so %lot be eau tell at /art albs process I* present)

4ther- volatt4 'OW tv40341 regtege Mgt h SOW trit9Voli11 eft
awealsttiont, -,%ma .2-onel 0, (33=t, mast itiviatiVinto'parta that.

-r4 dlgeAttifisted* orgozsiseition stra4,4 reagniacent,ctu-

attatter% ridedplea estrAegm.4 intwtrate. n so,204, tiliNzentary

asiMsole& itezt beak ditetleS mat the- Eollmings

tb at, CO ttei

the circles pv.*; setft- yeilioswitimgv -geasixftra tnek

rtigsbilm arrlded trio Nlapititival tad ot-thz bwit cd* thimeeteziotice of

tate iiitltetó? It*O sOkesit& ftcl; this division tag& be a aresidtrable

-far tiottlia tat t'ir, the idgorMY44-

*kW ittlgirtes tlat-VaLlitel lacevrelignit the

*dam ti:titio1s4.41i34 tt. Solests- VitAttiVe5 VIlet belarektries of the

TWA= it a:tea-vale totivittorot, ethratinkotatis

ft It- alto cinema ta Old ehild 108. AA* to Lisierteaettg

9i4titiiiastfet ItWe led his into behavior tbM as have no bocrias ean the

problAst,

Sho cabin revitiave sore further dieorizinatione Notviesu /arts

of Ditutilft corigte. *least As= 41Atolfautt,

r akt"if0 '0.001:40:titaitatSeVA. WIW4001 the laSeig tiatt

thttia Atiattritraglittt tor simxplivia 3,4 tbe-,,go -or

4:111fektiltilAti ,:-;4414464§4,1etAr- 00zotlimetct -Suelt49.Stiteitwe

'.:iffegatilioisaktrateettithittioit ant. 2t-

_.,



In Wins GO base& at 344git nusfeArt, t *lila way eaparati% ttte

WAIDOSS 1440 tiVe 10.4 ese for each carg-4. Ibis requires diweissfsop,

itpOicia by popitiost. 84.grapins toffether the !Imbues in tba first

bunt- trot-1049 =bora in `0110 000044 coZoms etc* The fritiWo loci

vit14 A- WI, Warm es a litaclie ;04041Wea egVa. right- to Unit vhietsen

hsa:A06244,01A, Wt4IL 32 61, Vert uteagnired.tom to to bottom. Using such

we, the child can always know whom he is and her rapidly he is pro-

gressingio;44 can cawre _his ,prilsent.with hts pavt lostatioz- so as to

ISO t4S-.7-alkis YAW* .WithcA4 suck s arrenSemtt the alscriths

of a44itima magr wag be bsyciehe cecacity of a norsal child.

%early, !t* them implies the extutettec or a hiararchr of

discriis,14,ationss!rs* the ,top, Aliscriminattort of types of problems, and

th"hglattan, 44.0cri4nektipsito of particaer nuabers4 etc. Witte the

P:Xlseub th,scret4ca1 ,atrUeturc, -however, this hierarchy of discriminations

'04 coAcepte La gives special end particular meaning, and through use

Or Diser.41mAtion, Itemsiss Thoorn particular quantitative predictions

tact.** PIM01,10. .c

Wilma

TP4),?-#4111trAle.k fi.#02Apta to ,leigra.. the inner- arrangement

Of dt*14 1104,4*1.00.-! tlwAimadived matheisties is lin: part) a

?483,,P.rch1150,91,<$82W.-pr914.1*--44.0-,:44ved by a sequence of

liP"?!q), /8:: 11-44P410,1* TIM Mg Cilealta ustuaes viva .countlitg

C4) #4414,71ns cOmplex lcsieal statements

(04191#145--Pwaz ,q*,'*14 lap (4) 44tip37ip8
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In each study we used subjects whc were able to do the cceponant

tasks quite well, end who had at least- an 'adevete ability at the whole

priVeuniSo
4." aliosealo bus. tratkri~dMalla 44 tu. At cairn* *ankle midV ax' mai maw MV 110411W ifeell o ArimPantrumant.

attempt to deterthine what consumes the time, In addition, we planed

to analyte iny-Teivors that .right occur, .attemptingAo determine their

soUreacAndtbaretit further Meatier the sources of difficulty in the

tasks.-

The basic expertimenta design was very simple.: A variety of tasks

was taastruotedi,within 'eticht experiment, 'ea designed that different

discrie.nations, slightly different steps ofalgorithmi, or slightly

different, overftall plane would be Appropriate,. In addition, of course,

the 'particular .materials used,ent.-the saner were varied from problem

to problem in. -othe set. later children or c011ege:stUdents. were tested

Cu then stole set. Whew polisibley adequate, war .up and.pretraining

Were given so that there eras little trend over trial4, and the 'order

of different types of .-problems..vam counterbalemed* in an attempt to

minimite lostematic -effects either leaning or fatigued Since each.

,Subject vet tested on *II .Conditions within san'experiMentl: differences

motored could not be at rib to differences: in _ability.:

tosVsession VOuli'le,,ithrougit .a ccepleite- ,set of materials, all

of which require the same operation (e.g., enumeration, addition,

multiplication, etc.) College students were tested in the fashion

usually employed in psychological laboratories, being instructed end

pretrained, then tested in one or more sessions of *about 20 minutes.

Children Imre treated with more cerei.a preliminary period was devoted
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to establishing rapport, and the child's attention was caught before

each display. Each decidion was made in an attempt to have a well-

ratAtiv ?eft. the ptgotioular preAtarztt parforza at his

best in rapid calculation.

There is a reason to question the use of speed as &measure of

calculation performance, since of course speed is less important than

scouracy and sheer success. However, given ample time college students

and many children can perform with high accuracy. Mat they do, often

enough, is repeat a calculation over and °chea' the answer. Repetitions

are an important part of realelife calculations, but it seems to us

that repetition is a separate process and should be studied by itself.

By imposing a time pressure, we probably caused most subjects to do

the problem once only. Since errors were infrequent, we need some

other :measure of the dtfficuity of a problem, and the time consumed to

calculate a correct answer seems satisfactory.. Granted that a subject

can adjust his speed, trading quianess for accuracy, but he preaumably

does not make Ole adjustment separately on, problems of slightly

different structure. Therefore, whatever his comproase between speed

and care may be, we should expect either more errors or more time,

probably both, on difficult than on easy problems.

vereidraamomeers.,,,..:- *Cs.
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'Illatherustically, the proceai of tvatreacratiaa la fundamental to

aritistatici* it It 6 atteoriedoftlr'ehad confrolloa

at evidir Oise by a ihiffinslerceptual

reitaies. It *ant -(012. if Mink a shifting inditattel response

And a Orceptitaltitugns of ;Medi 'into those -vtiveady

cOlittia-iad.thcise ti11 theta. The errifigttlent of tlatiittlicts lie0;

11146eretileaay4 tinpaitant 'effect -on the --tioca.end aciitt4e0

fittuairattct.- rtirther twmatyido owlet that the sewiti Atain of 13eharlori

iv/nitwit:it:4 wanting a fair* lato lit of tibjettits=ticitt bef

bito part ift taid-the &Sects footted cotrealAithfeetbeets. The

e ettiaZae Aht ihó "tektiOTAShili brëfm gete ormeeti:
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The Process of Enumeration

Mary Beckwith and Frank Beetle

Indiana University 1

At the fotradation of applied, arithmetic lies the ability. to

csmorabe sets. A basic procedure :tn counting i3 to chant the numerals

"fit NO, TIME Olen. at each -word pointing to one of the objects in

the set to be counted, The chain. of indicator responses is often

gmerated tem a basic response like pointing, by. a =natation like

=Lug to the right. Then, if I is the indicator response end T is

its trisnsfornettion to get to the next object, the response's are I

T(I) ZiT(l) jos., , '141(I). The indicator responses. must touch every

4bSeot cam and stop vhen, all the objects have been counted.- This

re cadres pero.,...tptual control, a sliding discrimination between the r-st

cotAnted, (C) and the set as yet uncounted, (U) z as 'objects are

shifted from C to U it is seen that at may stag: n Cti+IpCn:.

whence 421.44C:Un The sequence- of sets constitutes a linear

Malmo 1959a, 1961), is orderedi_and provides a. bass far simple

rcimurogient of distances Finally*, the end of the process of enumeration

must be recogased. usually by -the wept.iness of U ift shall refer

to the aboye process as "simple enumeration".

Young ehildren,s ey. fail to muss- the cat. corramtayo..but older

stiojects Tresumebly tem...difficulty leainly in the, Imasoziwmotor AMPowents

of vountinge.4. -Boot of the lectors: in sessoriwmotor totOramit eating

are Neely *in the expealgen'teletvaviewthe,-Ltrangetserk 0 the, 4400.gt

to be covaited. In simple enumeration, if the objects lie in a stratigat
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line, then the transformatien of .be panting response T isntere27 a

move to (sear) the right,' end the discrimination betWeen C and U can

be made relative to the location of the finger. If the objects are in

a circle, the transformation ney again be a single shift in the clock.a,

wise direction, but the discrimination bettreen C and U beecines mere

difficult as the subject approaches the origin of his counting. This

may lead to errors, and perhaps to long delays if the subject starts

over. When the objects to be counted am all alike, the circular

arrangement should be very difficult, though the straight line is not

affected, If the obj,,cts differ among themselves, aey in shape, then

the circular arrangement should become easier: With a rectangular

aresngement, 3 there is a simple path, and there should be no

difficulty with the stopping rule. In issimple enumeratior4 the rectan-

gular arrangement has no mut advantages over Qe atraiigat line, tuff

since it pr ,des some optional paths, may even introduce ei.eleffe.

the objects may be serambLe4.1.1 app,' adzately equally spaced

but in no pirtieular pattern. This forces the subject to deviee a path

through tie set; he must use a complex sequence of transformations of

the irelicator responses and, sines no singla cue distinguishes el ts..abq

of C fry i , the subject must ccestruct and remegeter cues as he

goes slam

Simpie enumeration is noie a complete psychologica descriptian of

the pritanis fenteseratien, because it takes no recount of the fact
. .

., 1 ' . , , 1;
,

' , J I , :I" .1 4' c ''. '''' '...'
that se a. of eetscrete objects are perceived in groups. Of

Wertheimer's els pilinciples (Woodworth and Seblosbers, l954, p. 409)
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our emperivants mamit vezeirtim or proximity, similarity -,otd pod

continuaticet. Tne nubjeota Trtsuttely perceive the field of dtoj ats

nen c a v a z i a m 4 e t a s % i t t + . . P n S Infe l i t r ia l 4 - A inittatslia tilltafatieitt Wither these arcextues

have any function in muting.

&am/rating ea saea as sixteen tabjects is a long serial task, and

the subject mite. organise the sexamte into a convenient water a

smaller et:btu/as. re sot Um it is neeq.4.asaw to swap objects con-

veniently to permit mid and accurate o w nting; for exempla, it sue-

jects need to pew nb5ects the rectangular arreugermwit mew be consis-

tently Ultter than tie strateht line.

Eistom the yrtutep..

Althou0 counting is basic to wiled arithmetic, there is little

literature og erperizeutal studies dealing with counting. Mealy studies

taw dealt with the isamdiate apprehension of number a process supposed

zt t '643 medfisted by stoat but to occur instantly. Freeman (1912)

sat taw eivan-of-apprehonsion of circles of light at five for adults

and tow for children over eight years; younger children were untestalle.

Fernbergar (1921) usett random arrangements of four to intelve dots, and

ft :ad that the relative frequencies of correct responses made a eon-

tinuous ogivel function of number of dote shown. Correct judgments

were made fifty percent of the time, (Fernberges measure of.visusl

diaoriminirtion), in the range frau six to eleven dots. Bunter and

04104. (3950) varied Luteusity and duration of presentation of dots

a4d, found that the,7,uniel visual less applied.
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One approach to the spaa-of.apprehension idee is as detection of

a umber of targets (Sch losberg, 1948, Casperson and Sch iceberg, 1950;

Rest le, Rae, and Kies ler, 1961). This approach deals mainly with per-

ception of a number of dots under short exposures or poor illumination,

but may undermine '`he concept of a "magic number ".

Warren (1897) arranged white squares in a vertical line on a black

background and measured the time taken to count them and concluded that

four was the limit of perceptual counting. Bourdon (1908) also used

the method of reaction time, and found a small increase in, time as a

function of number of dots to be counted. He judged that seven was

the limit of the number that could be accurately ascertained at ono

glance. Saltzman and Garner, (19!8) used concentric rings as targets

and decided that the method of reaction time was useful for the study

of perception of number.

Vcia. Sseliski (1924) found that fields of up to six dots or figures

could be perceived without a.ret mvagent. ;Imam, Reese, and Reese (1950)

owl fields of up to 29 dote, and fold that errors taiiinared first in

eleven Zot fields and become more frequent in larger fields. After six

dots, the plot of reW,ion time against number of dots becomes mor.,,,
,

ocmtterott and a mor-s shallow, positively accelerated curve appears.

tram tbil, Jensen, Besse, and Reese concluded that tho& subjects subitise

up to five or six dots.

Taves (*W.) studied judgments or numerousness (thought of as a
' r; .

gttrollus Variable like loudness), sad believed that two mechanisms were

involved, one tilted for up to seven dots, the other for larger fields.
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He round that ;judged ittliMerousuao vas decreased if the dote were arranged

into a sine* figures for emples a circle. Kauften. Lord, Reese, and

Vo Ikmen (1949) also auggested two separate discriminatory mechanisms;

one acting for up to six dots r, the other for 4arger collections.

of these studies concentrate upct mid apprehension or &Agfa

mat of imagers and are cast in ft theoretical framework drawn. from

perception. tech effort hat gone into determining the -number le things

that can be apprehended at 6,4 single glances even though civilized adults

do not count at a glance nor do civilized children.

Is summary, to main methods of studying enuseratica are the

tachistoscopic, in which a display is tatetkr displayed and judged* sad

the reaction -tams experiments in which the material is displayed con-

tinuously but the subject responds as quickly as possible. Both methods

are perceptual in character, though the re:tattoo-time method per4ts

some more ample: methods o enuneration-to occur. That main suaatfola;

has beans wixat is the maxi= number of dots that can be perradved at

a glAnce. V,is number has be estimet$ from abcct-xt four to swans

and olearlY flePsnds ulxm ti$ sublegts saft tthit disPlar wetly

It is oftsim that although everyone 'mews that objects are

enumeraW.by,.countings.94t:Atudies 9c ermaeregbion- or the judsmant oar

sklaberv.hls attm444. to- $134-41 51440436 Mid mime that ont.the

Priattilr, asthados o pitesmust Lae 191.9704,.7 4718110iO4-,,Priallologioast

fiemImeR-0,1fto Peren?tical,--4-i;k194404siVaiwas'procetse frommhich

oth,r4,morscopplex coot:tionx1;Ara,tolwiterived; furthermore, the task

of experismotal psychology le to analy' ze compound experimee into their
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elements. Following these tenets, the process of actuating is reduced

to its elementse "perception" of numbers, end lac effort i expended in

emithastai &stew thgh process of counting,

The experiments reported below have a different ccncept of

enumeration. First, we assume that anusarfAion is 4 ccespoluid task,
-, . ,... . .,

but that the true end interesting stracture of the task is found not

by analysis into bits, but by determining bow the parts go together°
.::

.,, e %,-

I .

84e COna $ we assume that 1)e rtteption of small nuMben may be a skill

develop:4d by adults, a sort of short-cut to =Waage. rather then en

euzeritury mental event. Mr:mahout, we ellen use the reacirticebttime

method. The subject is instructed to enutterate es quietly as possible

xperitsIIZ and

Method

=NV The First of these experiments used eigatown students
-

in age ungraeati clgto in the summer of 1964, 10 'boys and 8 girls s

=1E414 in age troll 743 to 940e
,

studelateo aee 17-22, drawn from
_

The second expriment used 20 collage

the elementary psye.holotry *mine at

IndtAtna_ Univerait7e

kmicrgtus and Procedure: The stimulus earls were 8 112 br U. kir&
717115,j:71 1

03,009 Of white per On which objects to be colaNted, were outlined in
..14

black ink, Each subject was rut seperate3y, sitting across a table

ft the experimenter, in ala otherwiss =used classvOce, wadi was
; 7.0

arrsuige l. to reduce external visual distract/cm,
=., --x,,,,



the card '011ies imatemettasly a standard timer was ea d4 Response

eauratta 'pagne3. cm a Maas which was raised st ea& trial to display

Each card vas presented tat on the tables first oleeidsait with an

41

find litend of retsponse were recorded Each child% attention vas

eltraekedtefoie each trial,' Time V113 spat gaining the attfttiln

coops-41oz of eat Childs whlle soinewhat more formal instructions were

given to that college otudentse

&aL.,ciz,451....entalpittija: 'Saab subject counted the objects on forty

stituiviiirds which were presented in a &from:It rand= order for

eat sibjects Sisk& of these were fillers intierted to gala the re-

pasted sopeartuice of certitin numbers less obvioust,

Via;iiiablei- were

a) lumbar at objects zo be counted

b) sr:magmata of aSaets; Uric eireiet rectengle$ stuambled

*) ate. objeats the sten ehape or eigrovszt simes.

BOCVES-2 cr the rectengular arrazgaztents$ nut:ostrs with two fairly equal
iob, .

raoiors *re employed... 12$ 15s 16$ and lee Filler cards had 5" 9f 109

116 13$ Ihis or 17 objects* Objects were owed about i/2 tmch apart,

with the strait line being torizonta7.. end the rectangles being )4x3,

541 at s- dx30 01)4ects on a card were either all the sena shape or
-1!

equaLV among miutras,t aircless isosceles triangless and tear-
;

zr-:: , L.:. 4. - ,

drop shavar; The cirtleit diameter wtts 1/2 inch* vial all other figures
1.1"6,,, a - r

being OrifOrtattOstely equal appwifent sisee i., four numbers by four
a*;.,

shapes by ceze-ortmdirferent yields 32 displays 1711 a Omple factorial
7.-T.I-75-7:.774::

designs replicated *we per subjects



Results: Most children employed pointing end chanting* though

side counted silently and sometimes without pointingt while 'college

,ArarkitcsA -ed lam.* v. cenrusierialIV pointing, All children counted

all dielplayst taking 106 savors out of 576 counts 184 percent errore

with a mean "tine of '4,60 sedends-Ver object. The college students

averaged .30 'seconds per object, and made only 11.6 percent ,error.

Larger sets Of- objets took -.longer to count for both groups*

tizwar equations fit goth sets Of dabaven, being 17" 04(1i.3) 'Or

the children and r 035(No2)., for the college students. *pre t is

a mean reaction time in seconds end 1 is the number of objects to be

counted. Sino 210-seasurements- were taken with small, numbers of

objects we he.ve no reason to believe the streIght 1in may be extra-

polated back without curving: (See aensen., et* slog .1950)

Object atertingement -IttirlAinces both groups' response: latencies,

with the obildres-aounting'the reettagular array most .zspidlyi thee

the line-, the:circlet, entitle teratabled arrangesentv 'in' that. ortie2'

The prepOrtideas of errors for the ail& vent rectangle, 0971 Una,

104Voitteles--4215;'-and setiaistie, .326, thus showing the

arreligetnent'mOit difft411t 'bah, in time and errors. For, college

stuOintos.ther6";.vati lttt1e ifference', between 1ie, airc1e and

-1eratab1 e4 tut".theYttie4nsulver array was such renter*

". L'1 a" difference-AbetweaLchild.

:.'vestie -eatege OrspatialzarleangeStentls.children mayk'jeZ 4t0 e4t ordertilt ot, tit. *mum lebiate

licaleke -tigvatket- *paw( uScolf: the rottongular,14*Mis: .=.
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pros 1y by narAS bliatiplieCti011. The children raw not multiply

faster than they ewunerato or they nay not have yet leented to applar

+NA., ADVA ASA9C41 00.4, wwa/44 ,-,A.14 "arse AT Ausa% 40" dtriv4Ana es,14i.to &Al owls.amp.0 wocrabowoww ..tme excwwwwww,mozywswei VV wiworra radhowwww.bweile

When they 0612120t nuitiplzr, ea11 a students kind perhaps children

ow divide the set of ob.:leas, possibV 'by 'perceptual Prinaples tit

grouping, into smaller subsets, enumerate tie subsets, thin Mel the

numbers. Sete of lisp to five or Six ufey subitined Wskilled adult

subjects. Calculation speed' -should' depend Upon convenience'of "Icing,

enumetation, and. addition. Hoctengtitar era jle (intone a convenient

subdivision which permits '-seveiisal siusAtaneous entuterations&

ammeararesayroosarchmetiiiresmitiortnimiszotcommomesiiiiweitilialifiessi~.

Insert Tales 1. end 2 about

olmeasubserandruakwaroposto.

Indeed, both groups consistently count the rect.:uvular-air* rapid347,

but for the college' students the array of sirtecn objecti is. especially

fat. Ms array wae loth and previous infosttal ObSeVistions ht's

Amu that older children tad Presumably 6011ege'istuattS -are faster

at actuaring theit at otheriitAltigications0 SebS are not

ca:int'ed, unnsual* rapid* in other arrangements,' or in any arranger:4.mA

youni3 children sot' there is reason to believe that the advantage

lies in un4tAiplicatical& t

jitie (kW bet noticri tits* rectanellar arrays are uounted more

rsvpid4 thid o'polet" are the seme,wheret,to with circular =4

linear arrahwents, counting is faster with dIfferent objects& Rec-

tanSular anent enforces a clear grtntping on 'dm set; differentiation
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of figures only naivetes with this, grooving*. Spatial grouping is more

difficult with straiebt lines end circles% and subjects may use die-.

similarities among figures to provide the necessary groupings*

Experiment III

In the -first two experimentaton3y position end shape of the ob.,

jects were varied. In the third experiment, color variation is also

used so as to establish alternative perceptual groupings.

The general design of this experiment :Is based upon earlier studies

of addittvity of cues in cue-learming(Bourne and Pestle, 1959; Bower

and Trabassos 1964; Pestle, 1955, 1959a, 1962; Trabasso, 1960, 1963).

In such experiments several problems are constructed using two or more
, .e.

dimensions. One group may learn to classifi tiravin gir. based an their
,

shi=pes disregarding color. Mother group may classify drawings using
4,

color, disregarding shape. it third group learns a classification in

which color and shape are redundant, which is easier than the other

two (additivity of cues) . Several mathematical models of cue learningI ,t
,

have given quantitative predictions of learning speed based on the

amber of redundant relevant cues, the -number of irrelevant cues, and
,0

the weights and strengths of such cues.
4,.

Method

;

latexantst, . 24 college studentss; agediletween, 3.7 iond,o'20i -tree an

intrtactor74s3rchology

Atutat..Latillattadurei. TheSe,were identical-Vith:',Urieriment'r4

,

4

s



litatuta4zsnd D....ESE: Thirty displeys/1 each consisting of a col-

lectior a shapes cut trim construction paper and pasted to 8 1/2 x 13.

sheets of white paper. The shoos were four colon; brick red, Air

Force blue, light bluegreen, 322d light violet 'They were four shapes;

circle, square, triangle.: and parrellelogren. Test items had 12, 15, 16,

17, and .3 figuies, and five filler presentations. In Condition 1,

Color...LaLELmiat, the four colors end shapes were segregated, so that one

section of the figure was all blue squares 9 for example, another part

red circle, etc. In Condition 29 Color, the four colors were segregated

but the shapes were scattered randomly over the field. In Condition 3,

131.2m, the four shapes were segregated but. the colors were scattered

randomly over the field. In Condition Aral....Hus both the four colors

egad the four shapes were segregated, but differently, so that the four

circles might be half blue and half red., and of the three triangles,

two might be red, and one violet, etc. In. Condition 5 Random, both

color and shape were scattered independently and randomly over the field.

W:32.12e,aas If rapid counting, in the college student., depends

upon grouping the field of objects, then Condition 1,. having a strong

perceptual ormization based on color. end slava _should be counted most

Conditions 2 and 3, having color (Jai shape ,arrepsements

respect/way, should. provide estimates of bhe relative grouping value

of the two dimensions. Condition 11 eves the, subject two confliOing

modes of organization. If one mode is much stronger than the other,

the ow:Utica ellogld be about as fast as the condition employing only

the strong IfariAble. .Neerly qua1 variables might lead, to insteibility

of gragying, perhaps forcing the subjetlt to .start over in hie counting.

Canditiax 5, herd= no principle of growing available, ehould lead to
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counting rates close to those observed in Experiment Ito scrambled

arrangements for college students.

Re : Time to count was a linear functicn of total number of

objects. The results here are very close to those obtained with college

students for the scrambled conditior. in Experim: ent II. This indicates

that the general findings are probably quite stable with successive

samples from this pool of subjects.

osas.-..wirmosomexassomastmormammamapatagesmomasesealmasammimarmarsiateiwasin

Insert Table 3 about here

aMtlaaNDOIND2111011111111110117111411111H011111011111101141011111111WNIMal111111111111114111111AN10410011111111.110110.1

As predicted, the Color & Shea.at condition is counted fastest.
Condition 2, Color czly, is almost as fast, and Condition 3, Slam, is

slower, so it appears that color is a much more effective dimension

than shape in this experiment. This agrees with many experimental

studies comparing the two variables, varieet approximately as in this

experiment..

In these data, shape segregation has little advantage over random,

Condition 5. Therefore, it is predictable that the ambiguous condition,

haring one strong (color) and one very weak (shape) organizing variable

in competition, would be almost as fast ae color alone. notice that

it is faster than shape (Condition 3) or rmadom (Condition 5) , though

a small effect of shape is found in the fact that Condition is slower

than Conditions 1 or 2.
4

An analysis of variance shared that both the number of objects

and the five conditions produce significant, (P<.01) , effects on



speed of counting. These !results establish that rapid *vaulting &nen&

won growing the material into stabgroupse It is probable that the

subjects segregated the whole display into uolor groups "subititTA"

the nutter in each &amp, end then added these numbers to obtaiz the

result. 1:11hen no such grouping was possible, the subject forced to

rely o a reUtivelly iiifficult and ambigums grouping by positions or

to count one by oneo

D.L.itelsaim: The exparimerats reported above show that in counting

the set of objects is grouped perceptually, in sewed with Werthekter's

rules of propinquity, good continuation, and similarity. This grouping

then selves as a support or basis for ccaniting, in that the subject

performs his egantiva operation within groups, and then in some fashion

connects the various partial counts. One hypothesis is that college

students subitize within each groups that is, determine the number by

a somewhat mysterious but very rapid and accurate "perceptual" method.

The subject might collect such numbers and add them at the end, or

might subitize each group and add the result to a running total.

The fact that fairly young children show great sensitivity to the

organization of the visual field, as shown in Experiment 1, suggests

that grouping may play a more general role in counting. That is, even

when a child is enumerating one by one, he may work rapidly and

routinely within one group, then pause and consolidate or "store" his

result in some way, and then attack the next group. The pausing, and

the ability to divide the task into suitable partt4, is possibly a

generally important part of a long serial task.
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Experiment II

MOM COI LOGIC, EXPRFSSIONS

At the foundation of all logic and mathematics is the simple

sentential calculus or logic of propositions. It begins with whole

sentences, unanalyzed, which may be true or false, and builds and

analyzes compound sentences. Compound sentences are built from simple

or atomic ones by- use of the connectives AND , OR , NOT e and some

optional ones.

A characteristic of sentential logic is that one can construct very

complex combinations of true and false sentences, and then step-by step

reduce them to atomic form, either T or Pe The process is to find

the innermost parentheses, and reduce the innermost sentence using the

truth tables.

Tait process was studied in detail. In order to improve the per-

ceptsml situatioav we used not conventional parentheses, but loops

dream entirely around the expresske, forming concentric eggs. Thus,

finding the innermost parentheses did not require counting parentheses,

but merely finding this balls eye.

Purther to rake the problem easy, experimenters presented it step-

byt-step, so .thst subtstitutions sand always correct substitutions wore

actually made for the sub:eats, Mean time per step as a function of

the size ©f the =vent dis9.141/4v, the s titled= to be made, end stage

of practice stare measured 7:0 teenage stsidests in at, 4peciel stmmer

rest;, ng class,
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METHOD

Each of two woman Graduate students in the Department of Psychology

at Indiana Un2iersity served as experimenters. Subjects were children,

ei"3.5 years old, enrolled in a remedial reading program at the University

School, Bloomington, Indiana.

Designs Each child was tested on :3z 2roblems. four each of lengths

stepso A permutation of the eight lengths was given, then another

and another until four permutations had been administered, so it is
natural to divide training into four stages.

Each problem consisted of one or more stages. A stage consisted

a finding the central parentheses in the given display* and noting

its contents. The contents could be CC , C11 , IOC or Well s or

C*C Cpl Wit 9 or W'W The child was then to announce the cor.

root substitution, shown to him and available on a separate card. The

correct substitutions were C for C C CW , W C , and C*C . The

correct substitution vas W for W*W s Cori W*C 9 and TOW

An inttsrpretation of the stimuli, to give structure to the expezis.

unto is this. Let C be a true sentence, and W a feasts one.

Let be the connective "011" $ and * be "AND"' Then the above

fteutbstitutions" are merely the truth table for these connectives.

'The particular substitutions to be made were counterbalanced over

the lengths of the stimulus expreesiotuo and over stages of practice.

To accomplish thine four 'Afton:At sets of stimuli (4Lispleo from size

to 8) were prepared° These were permuted independently for each

subject* and then the tour di erent sets were given in different orders
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tmmreisne*it occiarrol during the four teatime of Vie esperiment;

a lesznins curvet ist i rite* 2-qt

deNtarnaralsarei S00140011111

Insert Pig. 2«.2 about hare

iressiNararatiewsituese

The nakka Te4221 of the eve:du:eat was to deteruim if the difficulty

of a step :lepended.,npon the couplexity of the display or the size of

the prob* VrAfortniiatekk tit* tsportan-Ce of the 04 and 12,44

-disgeys va not sufficient* appreciated at the tine of the detplgu of

the-marisint* The resat is that different sites of displey differed,

4th respect to the pre/portico of 041 Veins C4 displays,

Thii row data of' se= ti im ac a fi,nletion of displvisits, shove a seam

toVat shape correlating eloisely xis the proortiai of Cwe end Waif

iris" ealtut this.teatirin o the results that eau be obtained is to
r14

_0144r/ca1 correction. Using the data given, above, that OM

displays (*sage 102 and 04 displays average 226 sec., end using

th, known pinvortIme. of 04 elaseats at each size of display, a

npredicteeacore was_calculeted, for each ,aine of diepltri it_ tilers

vAi tiffeat of 02 disiPlOy$ the obtattned stoat latency minus the

predicted should aver4se near tom, The Esc-plaits of this calculation

ere atm in pig, 240 rteatbe that xiekat latetiffy above the predicted-

score *len the display L sufficient, kr large. but the affect Mean

Itifeal displays larear than 5. tia- tortartstoUs alms 4 r Ault

davends up= * Maple proportional, correction :rotor, whicla sty 'bx

sowattat in arms ti results cannot be intexprtited with conildtuce.
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Insert Pig. 2.03 shout hero

NIVIIISPeet

Tinfortunstelyt hecente of the design prodderas, this experiment

iv- ioot issformation about its mein question, the effects of the

siva of the display. Vs have only the hafoniation that very large diem

pltiye see* to slow the (*Ma'am down slightkr.

rgie sista observatiam, in these data, is that the e*Sects more

rapidly supstitute C for C4C and CC then for CiW and VC
ad so fo);th. The reason for this discrepancy- is talky Obviasse if

ve assume that the children use very simple strategies to renesiber the

00C and Sr-W substitutions. Rovever, these simple strategies are not

-

t**711 100 al* Tea systea ver4ed, did not include negation bat it memo

Piobalge tlutt our chiltren, using their quick end Simple strategy,

*mid ofteu: make worm to rich stimuli as where is7ilso4 as__

a4/egation, 4gL2. itt lit vhat ve have learned is that if you. tale only

07eleionerate-vaid oversimplified logic, the child very probably does

lcgic at all, but finds son simpler vq to solve your simple

pit*, 0...1, 4. Snob "short cuts" are ruled out in the total logical icr

attematio4 system, but when vo pick only a small part of the system

for study Vs accidesstaly!sr mq.e other,ipes :mlevanta.amd. 09,.1eqP1411.,

make inpropst states tomtit. :itit'tlits imperisent, any time the

child sew two Ws together, he could mate the eid)stitution g

%A is no a correct stratiggy in a mare eillolgte 3A4c using negatiou,

but is ft correat and very efficielittstistegy for our subkprobles.
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at t NtiftVecte4,11.,30761,,enaleamtal, eilacit of Aliso of

alP34700A-liegkrirttli3)048-"b0=4" or closed loop pareptheses le

tramendowly *tibia for +Ate children that the usual armament. For

4.acesstratitnt, notice the appearance of the second of the Zight-Aarionant

displswrst written in the usual parenthesis notation.

Wil(C6(oreloo((witc).c))40)sc))

It, seems to the writer that such a problent..should be tremendously

attic:at for the child.Hothe innermost parentheses ere not that easy to

find. nowever since no control experiment with conventional parentheses

has been ran, we cannot conclude that the encircling parentheses are

valuable. We can, however, observe that the difficulty of such pro.

Ulnas does not seem to depend strongly on the size of the problem if

the encircling parentheses arc used.

Ude last point rear be of some convenience and une to the instruc-

tor of eleasentery logic, especially when it is taugh t in the slower

sndes. The indication is that children can rapidly learn routine

siwlifications of very large expressions. is might turn out to be

& useful way to 47*room the tear of a large symbolic expression that

t3o often anew, COM college students.

pertly, a large gonna of the time in this %) t was

used, not finding the center of the Molar, but looking up the 00-

stifttions. The learning curve sham the progress of learning of the

trata tt4,1,notiee thc.t proven is relativel7 slow end the students

scre still inproving ccusidAraly after the first whole sequence, it
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---?-- - OMMAIMAAAM.

Trkika lowee,:eakberee the eilbject -mast "Ave the the 44htialo3t

ttlettos* 1144 Mast write thesecoaticittOt Alt the 4flevero "care the

A1444244* oakum we atop to the lat. If he hes reached the erd

a um-04mm :writes don thC'inalkiart -he has- carried; Otheriiise he.

!es it torktil(Csual-or..timt toirOlombers. :in *at colteatt.

vzsocess cad 'te diagramed as Xellawss

START I..
GO TO COLT N

.001IGHTMOST)

ADD TWO (OR MOR)
MISERS

CARRY LEFTsaiDEIT DIGIT

MOVE LEFT ONE-
I

Atfirc-TqatiAlfrfitolaftit ,'''

rilota3 ttif cOwl *,
,11' irds I

:Afittes Itiffr-Monat 1=
camp =MS

IT 18 '0
I rm.
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Its pwcbolozieal prz-retm rzy div er fram, that of vhe alcorltbm

or pr oval Listed atoms in that tho clad sfildizz a largo =tier may

red to malaise the task into paste larger Um_ particular colsznse

This wuld be reminiscent of the findings of Zaps Ion counting* that

a nets- tO be counted acciastely and fast, must be capable of being

°realized into parts*

In the present studies!, designed and csoried out by Miss Penelope

Pet-erecn in the e susr...fumo of 1965, Use task r*m divided up tee sting a

oclasmi of zeros in the problem, Consider the p:eoblem

870940740
+6k0.11ga,

arid notice that the zero columns serve as rests; they permit the sub-

ject to write down the digit being carrieds and to begin the next

column with nothing es.rried;

The problem given above can be written in more g-wneize3. tetf=3 as

xx0xx0xx0
+xx0xx0xx0

where x is always a digit ereater.than 20=4 In the ptobl= ;nods

the two digits above one another elsmis added up to more than 10, so

thei. I is always carried except at 0

The aim was to determine how the subject vatted cm such probleft;

measuring errors uados where in the algorithm the or seemed to occurs

sad the Vs* to solution of the problem*

Mere inspection of the tagorithm leadtvtcVthe supmotion that

(a) Lerger numbers shoild take longeriileldl-tht-tinteithOuld be

ronsh4 proportional to the Ziength of tle.tusrotNelv-A4lotsi.

-'r111



tf,N attcrad ercad pr ozec--- eisco its=

zfratilta tt stop, rf.:(1 disit to ear,r the !ae-zt coltrza4

PAtm.Yart inc sraathb.g East b writtea aroil Sul the rim to tr.43 mist

ofAAM is maltase, L4.: leas., ..eroacolulflus theca require some ttizot

. tetAlitions Mr- ideas about orgaratsetion the test woad stesest

VIA /still:eat:L=111S zero COitanIg tight u daly t-e-tis the ams:rage pe

formes ty'-lutrciduclug a fasUr operistiou, but it also stved the"-
ir,Z0-11.5==a reasts a 1 m "IP Arbiltea mum= 4..Attions wItskets....tt

44: zero; coteleatto vary louse disraptIcas

12 problem...structures. were-aeyoratede as follows*

Table lb. Purblea Strtett*M

.'-.1freambIes StMer

ZED:'

OuO

tatitOXIar 7,

6 x

11

12

ltzter.Muorlihikicitxtt,

'-1,110310063324Watiftzt)

xxsligo=xizstsocartpx

x00===
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notic- that thcvie problezza are oT 1Gngth 4; 9, or 194 Pra'oie 1 4,
end 9 ivy bloras of four numbers serzatod b corez. Prob1.1..,.'m 2, 59

end 10 give blocks of two number) so divided. Mose six prcb3 con-

stitute the problems that ere divided, by zeros, into sizes of sub-

problems that are likely to be met efficient. Problems 3 and 7 are

undivided, and probi 8 is divided intoitvo blocks of length. 9.

Pinal1 r, PrOblem 6 has eight ntWAsirs and a :0 , but the 0 is so near

the end as not to divide the problem into ccavenlent pieces. Therofor.o,

it is a control-. for Croup 4, that also hos eight numbers and a 0 but

is avided in half. Similerlys Problem 11 is a control against 8, and

Problem 3.2 is a control against 9; in each case the control has the

semis number of Os and lumbers, but the Os are not placed so as to

divide the problem into equal-sized and convenient parte.

A total of 22 school children, reading problems attending University

School in illoomingten, Indiana, were tested._ Six E3 W(7111 gees 10-12,

and the other six wale. 1343. Each -ehild was teStod sepsze4e37 in a

testing cubicle; face to face with E The ;Ixperitsenter showed the

problem printed largo on a ditto naners. and the subject 'worked directly

on that primblem. 'Ping was with a 8tandnd Timer in secoudo.

Each step of the child's work v411 rouveta, by E , who noted

wbether the child started' correctly, added the ntabers, wrote don the

units digit, eitoried a value i1a the tent0 plate, and then shifted to

the next coltuen-' AU errors- were retarded at located in the algo .

rithmic sCheme-if pessible,s' at the time 4hy 46-ke cciaulaad,

1



To

tao1v problmkylinti Imre given in a latinidziptaro areglr, az)

ore= to =a O the 12 ac r3.

Zeoults

'20,10.e 2 shows the problems, the mac time 'co loiution of each type

Troblesa, and the mesas errors, both row resumer (1012) sigt *law

(130.15) c h i l d r e n. I n o r d e r to m a k e the relatimobipa easier to see,

the mean time to camplete each problem has been divitted by the number

oil columns in the problem, since each *.olumn. meths addition problem is

a single cycle through the algorithm* Tata, if all :avreoblems Verb

equally ditficun except for their lengths, and time and error were

therefore proportional to length at the problem, all values in the table

would be °Tull.

Table 2

Nem Vase Per 0o3mm, and Neon rors Per Cob=

Older Chillien

ft4

.gib tit'

32. *003mmax),...-"=xictiOX

9.0

OA

96 r

704

10.7 Oil
iti.12'' 'oye,4

OA' *Ai.0

0.4 0.05

12 0,08

9.8 0.05

3.8 1 0.08

2.9 0.00

4.3 04o2

4.1 044

3.5 0006

4.1 0

5.2 042

l. 043

4. 0.04

3.5 0.03

40,5 0.05

4.3 0.05



Pr= ale 2 re Doe thcAs in gmerals Vim younger estililral aNzaa'

to have shcran the enacts of grouping mid the ol.der t,..1111.1eiren did not.

Consider the following control ypaire. Problems 4 end 6 hav-* the

sloe distribution, S numbers end a single 0. Problem 4 is divided in

baits Problem 6 is out near the end. For the younger children, the

man times are 9.6 end 10.5, in favor of the better division. The

Oder children gave mean times of 4.1 versus 4.1, no difference.

Problem 8 gives 3.9 numbers divided by a single zero in the middles

Problem 21 has its single zero near the end. Mean times for younger

ithildrez were 10.3. versus 11,2* The older children show times 4.7

viva= 4.6, a alight advantage Tor the less-welloworgenizat raglan.

Problems 9 and 12 have three Os in 1,9 columns, dividing into

Uocs of four numbers or clusIered near the endoQ The yorounser ehtl

ran show times of 9.3 versus 5,08, whereas the older children show means

of, 4.3 for both problems.

Thus, in al three cant, the yosuiger children do the more even3y

(livided problem in from 5 to 10 percent less time, whereas the elder

thildroy4 show no difference as great as 2 percent between comparable

evorimental and contra problem.

i the mem tit per eel= does not vary over a very vide

rage as CD* goes town the columns, and this shows that the men time

to solve mob en taddition problem is roughly proporbiccel to the flirter

of steps in the probLe.,

Expakiisent 1 on. canting* we towad that larger soseteates took

Iwo St* at; ttess- i u tea vme-se of eauserstfau On- same teals



herxzeci Ez7$rizrznt I/I on addition* for to cam t per col=

be big 4th =ore cams. The only uncorsteminated cevarisca

'-rbprrzs problets irah o tc-Tto torti=s. 7.-ms -ea-oults gro oh= t-

rig. 14

apoopostasiewitassursessisceasataimmaacirt
-, - -

. - $ .

Insert Fig. 1 obotrt.herti

- tommormosiatfrivatir-wsm

As sore stems ere introduced into a problest* the Uwe shortens

U s a linear finction or the nutter o neros, relationship is

on in Fig. 2.
; emus. N-erAsseabsiminsmasabouismeammiawar---misamip..----faassorammaswowimavalm-,

neart Fig. 2 about here

arteek$ag* this mane that the title taken to add tvo

Urge 1211abin is zugh-74arptiititional to thili tutdber'-tf- digits involved.*

except thattlie subject is slightly slower with larger numbers. Zero

cobnao speed ipe proaess, teklag only *Wit 1.2 sec, per column, as

compared with robber nutter pairs that consume about 4.6 seajoolumn*

for oltler {44.141*n. For the older childrel* tt does not matter lane

the zeros are put.

The younger ebildrsa elm a sosevhat different pattern. As men*

timed above* diviaing the pribleis into stibasquences of tyro or fOur

wham separated lby Strop* seesa-to h the younger children. Afs is

seen in Figure 3$ youtior old also sitOwwilxicreilas in *We almost

rust to tie longth, ot the problem* i4th a slight *losing et the
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it is posttb1e UV; the eltbjecte mate arms 14? Ceiling to carry

a awe= as willows calm, . Ag.4.113 rarhicular error can easily be

2444t111.11, t 14 occurs oral 14 columns that are rat at the rirst

*464 Of the PIblew 444 II* Art Uwe a zero cold su to the right, (tor

terry_ have no ,digit to w/o:TY), &4 should always be errors in which the

snow Oxen is OW 'WO 4121,0** since the amber to be carried, in adding

two lumbers es calstructed here* is alwagisone.

Totaling the data for ell 12 subjects* there era a total or 3532

itatftlecs 1,4 which a one S.s candied. In I** or 40264 of these cases,

the e'er WU *CO lair by 24- 'lucre werelEkcaraw -obi& there vas

no 1-, to cow,- ead of these 9 or 30234, were too lor by 1-et The

ditteMos proportim is only 403 * end TAPPears veglieiblet

Fortheirpore, who, thus* 4,- ft- -Gm to_ carry, there vas- total, et &4 .

errors., of AO or 0 54), were errors .-too, 10.w, by *row -- thfia

Voss in Agitbi.there was 4110m:bar to carry, orly 15 errors were ma+le

of sib** 9 weM,fiusitens too 3w by me* Thy, the- partimilar

error_ tb4 104;34. be symptomatic of tsaing. to curl gig
engager. too law by, oue, 'actually $1 t, more- ocason 'when there is

no/di-zit t( carry..

'0]

Discussion

Yr" Os Am* inelysevi convinda, that,. sating two-.;fie timbers

by.,bmol Sik irtewAtiss SW**, 4vatiug approiltztlily, 4 seconds Der

coltsw tog o349r,41354437n, ,A2411# 444 gobotit- 10 leasida to iorglier

ettildrano 3442' tearf5 Me4 ; ZOO ))03,1001/11 Ve,reiatiftte leallt :Or
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the older tibil.dren0 takiing only 1.2 sec,., Zero column sorra to break

tip the long grab len for the 74ounger children. This helps if the long

Prtbram Is chopped late equal*sized parts`, and binder8 if the zero

colUmn Is' new the right (beginning of : rcblem) in which case it

apperecttly dletwite a set. There is-no tendency for the subjects to

err' lettnietently by f4rgetting to carer the amis.

Apvarently9 this tasks- Watch is familiar for the younger children

d very easy for the older ones. tratant ar late stage in the evolutian

of a serial Or algorithrde skill. The younger children cannot carry

the keep seqUential tank out Ve 27 efficiently intless it is divided into

segments. However, they also make eiome use of a temporary "mental set"

end soparently-"carry one efficiently if that is required all across

the valet.. Thus, mikr envisage the younger children treating such

a problost as a whole, with the various steps strongly interrelated and

either organized or hanogenized.

Tice older children, for wham this is an easy and routine task,

apparently handle it much less as an integrated task. That 199 they

add even very large numbers and are hardly slowed dawn by having a

19..digit number to work with. Dividing such a task up with zeros has

no particular organizing effect, for the distribution of zeros makes

no difference to such older children. since the zeros men* the

subject to leave out part of a etep9 zeros speed up the problem by

taking less' time, wi.d have no other deftm tea effect..

In the usual 1,494cholool,seal longues*, it you'd appear "mechanical"

or "nce-intuitive" to handle the priiblem es the older children do,
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neither organizing zor taking advantage of special, repetitive patterns.

the very considerable speed advantage or the older children belies such

a =elusion. Furthermore, it must be realized that there is nat, in

arithmetic in general, any pattern to the digits that vraat be ridded.

The "pattern* of equal spacing of zeros, etc., is purely accietentral and
4).

meaningless in the context of addition. The skill of
1 so- ,

number* should not be influenced by accidental patterns

adding large

of the numbers,

for such pAterne are in general irrelevest to the preittlem.
: ,
Thus we must not be to hasty in easigning a Trzsitiva value to

organisiss processes* In the present miperiartarb, children 1042 have
;,'organized informrlion that is not amorally:useful in addition, end

-,,-; .,. , ,,,-,,:,-., ; -:,si ; ,', .'y ; ; ' ,' .:. ' . ' '

an a result give more interesting data but are far lase efficient than
,..,

older children, 1345 , two showed almost no SUMS of the argatisationol

tendencies made available by the experimenter.

I.

A
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Esperireemt IV

REPARATORY SET IN MULTIPLYING

There is a story told about 42 ancient university in Germany, beck

when it was young and raw as =American State University. It is said

that a suecessful burgher visited, the professor of mathematics at this

German University asking advice in the education of his oldest son,

Whose talents the father wished to advance. He inquired whether it

would be satisfactory for.hie boy to study at the German university,

orecehether he must be sent all the way to Italy. The pwosecteee is

supposed to have replied, "If it viii be en se, that he be able:to add

and subtract, then your son will be educated well match in Gernmegr.

but if he must also multiply and divides then I fear he must be sent to

stucte in Italy."

Whether this story is true or not, it illustrates the inherent

diffiouny or multiplying and dividing, es compared to addition. In

public schools for some time, the most powerful weapon employed in

teaching children to multeply has been the "matiplicatien table",

memorized salad performed with reaaoneble speed and skill by many, if

not all, children.

A few years after this training the saw child is in college, and

if asked a simele problem like "What is 6 z 4" will give the =seer

fairly quickly, and will, probably be correct. If askca how he knows

coot answer, the student replies that he just remembers it. Most of

our college etudents perform the multiplication table as a well-practiced
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Co

and one night as voll ash them he thoy Weak CZ the.,

=tttip.14.--athe 4tVA-ro vr,r..' .4 'Us mro- almost err-aline titoonsoicus,

nvievr$ any skill mitt have some limitettions t tell us

Something about its et-Mature, If he college student has memorised

thv 1tuniplication table ma performs such twk6 rids motral, th=

-d.etemins the Asnatioss of meSOrt es possible. What$

altact3y$ is ramesIbereds -now is it looked Ithat errors are possible,

end 'gut is the igoaedum of search of zzeiory (if Beare is necessary) ?

It is natr44--a to -iivi...tract.t Itle the

psygtologieal literature there is a diehotr between thinking and

mrocirri beimeri gaud *mating, biettreta productive and

rapmAuctive thinking, The SOSect who says to lor 14smenters the

&lever is VISO swing that be does not perform ew conscious calculation.

However, remoter that in the multiplicati on tables 1..9 $ there

are a total of 81 tasvers$ not ell &fret-tuts reaging thrtim 4 to 81,

As the name of the mult.1.1pliciatiat UZI* miggests$ the -feet= and ptv.

its can be enraged in a 0fluare to Wien a sitjezt nretherr,"

eye tit tatee its. -it is natural to tem of him-as -1Oraing it 10: in

a. table inset:Med it his =tory., if that is trues then he actually TAW

Gagne 1a sort of search, end 5$ a remat -low be faster in arriving

at nee protaetit the others, Under time iressurei some subSectit viii

sake isteirs-fttheir erre= .ebb.:.rauld form a peAttros it sre--believe as

mess likely that arses are oftel tear miSsestl i zesIthing for the

correct anb,'N'er,



02 ccarsey this search of memory to thouga of as a kind of

CarlaGtiCais In the language of computersa the subjeut out either

calculate the cry if the camera are located in a table, 11-ft...

Mot celculabe the P at t,te answer* le more psycialo4cal terns,

lessor imagine S.-subject =Ines vaxiety of cues and discriminations

td les& e ,to the correct meow and away from tertata possible errors.

TILis gAtimalgt- at 4iikatiminationsy especially it they direct a stream

dt.behaeior Via mainly 'Com from the spl,yletes oTi ratioairotions

rather -tom as sees to externallrachaaging zier be called

s-41ealvalatice

Wm. tilts it nay he conjectured that the fees by labia a collage

ants_ aultipliims -two numbers is either a calculation or a process

etosettat Ulm a Calculation, Since the took is skilled we do not 6
know vbat the cmponenits nay be and must stude 'Ite71 by esreeriment.

Wee -present emeeriment studied 50 college studemts doing the

(vercally) y the subject gm the product verbalkv Differ-
seated the tam fast= and as soon Ss possible after the second was

maltiplicatioz4ale as r&p:idly as possi-ble. eaverimeater prep.

ences bettreen cafferent problems in V.= to sneuert and in accurawy

may help us 'understand the structure of the skill.

Ifewevery if 'ire think of multiplying as a seareh process* then it

is asiparent that the speed of ccepieting a gat= leant doeuds not

otaty-On Vows the, snglier is, but also on who?" the eiUber starts.

If the *bless le 8 z and the = subject has started a search at

2 z 2 it mar tete him a long while to arrive at the solution* esp
ft
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on the aainv. th subject bcgan ?do sessrch at 9 x 9 0 them be

may coon arrive at 8 x 7 .

Tterefore, to mderatend the search process we must attempt to

start the subject at different points, and also give a variety or pro-

blemei end see if the subject's tines and errors reveal anything about

the path tame between the two points. Of course, this theory is

mainly metaphorical, but it does suggtist that we wish to vary not only

the probInti.# but also the snbjeet's preTaratorry, set or starting point.

To control preparatory set each subject was given a whole sequence

or m u l t i r l i c a t i o n . p r o b l e m s su c h a s 7 2C 3 * 7:6 9 7 X 4 , 7z9

4410:: ifitarua----_rt"41 tO get vp an "expestetion" or "set" for problems of the

fora Izne 'where n would varsTi When this set we vretty well

eatablishedt voxiations were rung suet' as x 7 (reversing the order

to n z 7) end also entirely extxwevas Tomb s as 9 2 5 It
w.atipUring is a search process at my sort, then the "preparatory set"

ahead be established tri the subject learnz ere to be r. his seatvhs

and exceptional itera in the list should be slowed doriin because they

are not to be found in the immediate search area.

Netho6.

These everiments very pert:mei-1 in the Psycholv.gtea Laboratories

at WIWI tkiversity, in a b-ziral laboratory row. Apparat irt. consisted

mais23y of a small tape recorder c *deli both the experittentees

"stimulus" an the subject's "nspouses" were recorded.



4511W,GetS rere O Start=tS fro= el=zatfz7 p.wcholos7,3grztiotra

and leteratory comes et Indian Vegiverzitn .6-oxicins for clam Creata4

There were 22 :ale cut 28 tezales -17,25 Itre olda.

rjandui.xe: Subjoeu-s were instructed that this was a study of 1

solving and they wez to multiply the two given numbers as fast as

possible sz.--fe the two numbers Terbally about 1/2 sec. apart, and

13 pettailed verbally with the answer, The next rrroblem was presented

about 3 sec. aster the response, so as to prevent Es4 Et falling

into a rhrthm.

rsesponacs were recorded an. a tape recorder, and later the tape

was played before a voice-key system and the tfants recorded manually,

lAsida Each Oates consisted t 25 probla t. ausisting ge 21, Us=

of the 13.....at4nOatetAg tint:14.1=c "reverstai, Attl Wo. 7exteptiws". In

the list y n_ 9 for !ample the 22. setvializeing Ulan mill .7

tha- lag -7 z 3 * etea fre*. xvrettraLlfeed- be 24,1

8 r_ 7 _ The "exception"- item has uo

=Nage 2 ,z 3 Each subject -wee gum', slob 3i eel-common

ele --;_wo:s being 1: 3 * 5- 1- end in_ Taunted -,orders

ea' ilitferent itabject s* _She setigineneing its tad their meant

47 4 -0 In te..1$11te3,teta*' 4%4 ,-swe&*-tri 7) it the
other-Ulf ot the 2140;764-. , -

metal ErtiatentlikArrit416 ittaikaireessadh. 4tIsai latistv6r iihast-1,a Jr.1 eattle_1411wig** ,' . MIT .11WWWWWWWW, %MOW' Or-vmuNam rof larimmiw ifparmilair 1.1. IOW -JOAC WWWWralen

kath thitS "'itga;;iit is Nssiblit st-Amtpitpt, deteilaatteDit raegtals

COM illkSOirtorittlettitble Palittg trit rlrall.040 10,44-fokit-Iming

,...*



ineucing in ca series, a mama in =otter macs. cal en tamed=
in still a third. rtirttergtors, is possible to stuffy the daveloptrAt

elf +h. a+ AMA +.11is +SIM enili molar +AIL emardelern of =rim aim:,

einglintutial OW- seti&initueing items for contideration.

ZecaUSe it-Areveriel4 -nett a- rattetrsaAmtd1 the set is veil

tvr reverial- did not anew until trial

10.12 e 2 et 1* rem and the .two exception its

were4,1hen 'a:n*6d oat vitt irteray over the lest 1345 items so that

each-vas 'preceded-by at lees---t-tfiree consecutive setailnancing

Results
-z- _

Oft *as '0.86 tee. reveree4 -item . s

seat tine to =Wyly two lumbers in the setDinducing

0.88 sec only alight3y

longert bt etceptiOn:Itemai ii*eraged,. 1.00 see., considerably slower.

tettaintit-446--triorotioceitim, Ante *sat o- It* atath-r4 rue

that'larige numbers -take -Ittiger_to sultilAY than emillerones. Several

onlyttbe oetftinducing itedia, -it is apparzat

irron this we'd* ConolUde thst- the effort to atablish a daterzinin. g

chiles earns the ;hnultiplii*ten at:* qt6 ,then up to &, ete.9

possibilities cen belortertninsa. by essifilitei 1 be that the

ana is tore skillfarantrviTlit -at those-snaler-insobers. If oa, it is

Urger. :te the 'tea turibierti4iiiii for the Urger' titular datertaitimi'ihe

nature.% to sUprfee that the titte;pWeaktaulatift iihoultaegiend oar tit the

au-Scotia*, is Income:qt.- 13214 libatito thtl-- azittlifigi: +Alio

Isit4t bet **Jet' iiet Ile; 144 isuggiits ittiatitai

to

n' '72 1
04,
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calcuklate seems to depend :we on the ztaaor than on the larger digit;

that Si, the Lines are displaced up-sni-down as =eh if not more then

the lines tilt, increasing vith the larger digit.

Mother possible mans of multlaying is foto the subject to look

the imsswer up in a two-war table. If so, then vhen given the first
irulftp:Aiste taming opploatikaminel.0.41.44, ,i 44%* 4tihil t VIM given

mirr VirPoir 44~Aav A...-. ft.p

the secced inellser mitta etas down trait tibia leaking for the answer.

Them is no mean to euppose that tizsewtemtniltipin here meueureli oft

time._ tram the second factor to the enst-7, maid dklien d upon the first

fr.stOr. Q matter vhst the first :factor la, the subject can select

his row before the secotrid factor, and the meaeured reaction time, begins

Figure ls..3 shows that the reaction time (toes depend strongly on the

mer.gaitude of the second &Eat, ea .it be expected from this hypothesis,

but also &peat: heavily on the first CI it for notice that the curves

in Pig. 14.3 tire separated tridelzr, as -cell as being tilted.

Insert Fig. t-3 about here

fitfaraelAMTIOrebterhaiVio

Fizelirvit !Iv eqapposed that the **Sect actually caltulates
r

the selution to the Visbleia tri a very rapid swam" c aiRition or

coating. It atanitiade

the waver itself. i Fig. 4-4 is plotted tOet )0stal 72eactioe ti ze as

3
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functiem of 'Mc pr et or trua mower* Votico that produato of 5 ,

"-..44y, 2 2 $ 3 ra 5 5. and 9 2 are sozzatteb-taster th

otIter products* The data pants in Pig* 414 lie reascsab.17 atrao to

tre* carve, suggesting that the process oZ multiplying does seem to

geld upon both factors and their =suitcases) but the result is hardly

definitive enough to allow us tr.* conclude that the process is weal-

plished en atairts or counting procedure*

illellappropmesissionisursereemiermaxeserdeawavromrsoregaarfttormesmasose

Ineerb Pig* b.11 (*oat la.sro

&At more detailed informaticm is obtained b moldering the

In errors* For this imposes consider clay responses from 40

to 729 1°4_ Ntobie range 0-...mtans wirept of the czarlos vsawlftz

A total of 54 arms were rbserved, and the most striking fact is

that mat of the numbers given in error are products of other valzes

within the multiplication table. Pr= 40...-72$ the following numbers

spilehr pri*.uo*A1 Lts '41.4 igraltipilt$4t2.4z. try to 9.611; 40 2

01 ke 9 le 5 g 5 IS 9 63 9 $ and 72.. Thus only ten of

t h e r vat= 46042

A totto,,t1 of o2 errors comisted of wrong -per, cts$ vhereas only 22

errors very distributed over the otter 23 numbers* Each product vas

trod ea an error on the average 114 tiros* whereas each number that

is atit a grOduct,ia 100 Mragm 00 4 tiptoe*

moo sioNalt streekt47 suszests that eishjacts do not just "animists"

the ravitser tit a counting o 444isig moose titutt siOtte run short or





crearertra. On the contrary, cubjects mem to have availeble the hot

of merorn proauets, cad attmeot to select the one correct

ferem Ws deft Veen given the factors.

Parther ev.tdence that we deal with something other than a counting

or adding process le given by the fact that 10 of the 54 errors were

of magnitude greater then 10 , that is, the difference between the

eaurwer given and the true product was greater than 10 0 Ceresidering

the high proportion of accurate responses, (a total of 6,250 responses

were elicited, of tibial 6,196 or about 99 percent were cerroot)D errors

as large as 10 should be very rare if produced merely bet a counting or

adding mochemism.

Of those answers giver that are wrong tut are products* 142 weer:Pea**

in tote.). umber * 31 are products of one of the numbers in the set

times some on number. For ezeutple, givez 1 z 6 the eaject might

give respo nse 63 9 eflhieb is equal to 7 z 9 Therefore, the tamer

given shares one factor with the correct mower.

If zuMplying coasisted of :Looking re values in a table, one

ache expect the sUbjet liguaur to olvtaill a cowed reads= of the rag

but ,et e ie error with respect to the column,. or viceevereseh If so;

ordinariV the strojeet mad err in clay one of the two factor&

Me vein exceptice to this pattern NN13 found in the Anriflicli Pm

t w o v e r y d i f f i c e l t p r m l u e e s , 6 z 9 1 2 54 a n d 't z U t4 56 e It was

relativelv eamon for selects to catifuse these to a total, of ane

or tto 54 total errors wore confuotear30 Be ever ucebica that these

two prciecte h,exe Ito moon factom in the table, the both are even.



To itzt that trzy turzrically vory cicoo izwzs Vo havo tze= car2Sa

LwaEu4v Zectiu=acy of camihmiono*

We new barn: m-erginist a rain turo e2 the *-pleal sab3oet by ,P3

ciatoriscl caw le=ned to ecnerate s list of umbers that are the prove

dimte or .66...ro to tact arattiplieatim tablet. Given tin factors he

aeet.,-siktv, tune them to zr-zit, lists trytag to pick cat the correct

answer. The process takes an average of about one seem&

One final idea that would relate the nultivathatiort table to cal.

eulattou =Id be the nee or valid mast about the factors, to choose

(or eliminate) possible products. One simple rule is this; any two odd

factors give an odd product, and if there is an even factor the product

must be even. If the subject used this fairly.olviens rule, than he

would male mainly odd errors when given too_ odd facto:est end even

c.gwa othervine. Table u-i shwa the results er a taulatio:a.

Table 4.1

Preview of Odd and Even Errors as a

Function of Whether the Proizct

Itself vraci Odd or Even
wiN4ig/MIA*0414WeaWaNarctiLfaUfoe=us~OSOMPZaaleamm.

Comet Product
Subject's Error

0111104111=11S1101111111111111-
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h .c= cc za Zral Tel* lc tho zubjcatz nrzcZt e stvarj, prow

ft c' over 0 4 3ro2z'ats Mis mr-7

,INIEVra thfA &69 MtnSibla tiradaCt9 arA Vinirss

only 3 are odd. If the subject has been given a 1cm with as odd

product, there are only two other o prcilucte that can be errors, and

; rwwkterkf ma VW" pr,otability (other things stInA) c an odd

produat tadr:g-6-im en error should be 2 (2 + 7) e222 In the

Tablet 3 voi 19 or :158 of the errors vere odd* If the .subject

he been given a problea Ath ea even answer there ere 6 even vivatato

that can be wrong, and 3 odd: The pt.:bob/J.3.M' of as odd product being

given as as error, other things ectue# vow bo 3 / 9 0333 la the

table it is ohm that of 35 , or 0314 Cr *A vaTcriod.-
edd

These two calculetions .glint eat accurate account at the values in

Table 4411 To complete the migrant, notice that a ttt of 19 cut

og' 54 -err= ars ark" when the correct pocket is c4f4 that lea 0352

Since ceetathird of the true mowers ere Wit c might hems predicted

.33 of erro. woad be IMO" to odd products, if there *ere no bias

the ltfie r:LndAit IR eight:

In "mow, ---ow 'tar problem have a tendency to be even

errors., if Vincula no biam, sinply bemuse one of tho throe possible

odd prollratts is already used up as the comet sumer. Errors on levee

pry e= have 4- carrespcnding titovei smaller tendetcy to b odd: its

calculattooz g L above GS'S* verb o1esel7 vitt svh Preitted vas,
-09-4544. tho =Au zuk miss in tusk f Ames

1414 igis. hypothesis timt the_ suMzets. %Um try'im to and on miler



in the tultiplizstion tableo do not two tb3 ct Vvm....or,"

saler.rbitg tho MS= `WM' Win am:me The la no correction btt70M2

avezuneus vi the, carywei 6:011.4eSS wa v.,

Conclusions

This attar has shown, firsts that clear-pattern s. aSot emerge whet

ire atm* perttenanee en -a- high2risski11ed ttl teaks gm so

simple a tsak as soaltiploing tvo aa3.l usher% Using the multiplicatim

table. 11,

Seconds a set or Merraning tendency can b6 established wet a

ammo. ot 10 such pxtklenti,5 strong enough to tow* aanc delay when

a ale outside the at is ii.,...trvltur.A1.., The 13.eatio *421 app-oxtrustely

,82 to MO sec., tao not very large but see detectable gattd

probely significatto

exact nature of Wu set remain ewhat unclear. After a

rates c trIals on Tani the select is slowed only alertly by

begin glycol- !fa Pr t Is mwe,010ueit &ail* rz
thenotb.at a set to find 7 n Wier/ siciler tot Citt-colOatitao'ldiths

not to rind n z 7, The nzultiplicstion table lei or =sae*

ayamtetrital bectuso the operation as rItItiplicelida le ecearztatigel

& Xbeb X

It is obis Elia licater =roars r:+9 zore taw t`calculaa

Eto fat ve 'been one to disczemi it t; nt.t.t the etraZio 11447

wand* 123:2 the larger a t tro t trs; et-e.Z

0 tali galtsagb. LI") a 'LILT WilaUtZ.10

.10.1,W,Tvw....amwerarruemt
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(17143 r ibi .,-."9.7.mation of this feet voulf be that Van subject 

4.47431.: calcuictes the answer, by a rave= cuccoasive arliW 

oer erfma....estme4 Cleaver ; minting up to 72 even at is 'cam n? high need 

and unconsciousays shoul(i take Unger UM evantima to 27 

Ana.10-44 ter craw= laicOacc the* errors we nat.4 n_kanti 

Mats sir4rush, or orerrusnina Of a CM:Mae inghaninas With 

Angerraiaa consistezmi subjects chooses as erroneous answers, AwrIers 

that appear is t.L.xfik multiplication -table as products. 

The errors 64 tact consintent3,v lie just above or just Tacit to the 

eua--wot vx,izror 44to 4,44,0.01-34-e---.44.-ft+,..; sukictiot krvto &law 4t vow 

iftcnis consiztemt tertairsott to sobstS,tute T f, 8 a etc. s 

for %moo acurfolon ww batmen 8 z T oat 6s 

EarbjettA slarnd Alacernable teaftay tic caocsa 14M TIM 

the trail- prottuct wera SW, eo VD, ODINWM poperty ntr-,p$:ta:mtli7 avet 

latedi tstistt ?wow 

A proccsa imida traz' (0137 falai aliematas 

since 2 tha arms_ Imre titore tam 2.9 In eamitrsiteo 

mats off' tbie casteriacnt foss ,Metes soguake4 ZICSItiVes 

la ;Matt vs lttve elim many mosible medaanl=s for tae yrocess e 
2123.ti. ulmlmaa =bars, .withogt ezrivize,st s, yew aim pietrze 

tlie process actually tredi We kacw that .it is-11ot a mates, o a oitmlls 

,_,...ftrfp.seammAre:=*-eince eat riutl vtaPitttea ot tit° nutinazas, at least, 

1psTerfa _eret-ti, (4 Waft- to, zep-7-"catis A alb for 7 z i ri,14-0-4424 

al=at gCr Z t_ Ircatzl4113 
_ 

jsulatIpli- 

ctact.lz_txO4 tz2 _de s prgsnizine ttetat,R nowerext 
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catalysis of errors sham that subjects do not uso the ODINCEIT rule to

select answers, but do pick tOst of their error; from velum in the

table.

One molly:picture the proms appromimately es follows. The subject

Isio ebildhood training on the !multiplication table, has mastered a

general 81;113. in whit* he mu generate au of the products, ''132

45 It 54 9 56 's 63 ; Tg ala TEM isPidir

w'hert (tiven a multiplication-tea. problem. Eis problem, therefore, is

stsvoir to se 6 nom these -Taupe when given the speUfic fietors.

A 'Unica/4W facing 'ens a =v-- tie that the possible answers

wet-4 erased widely vitb rum mon.finswers between. It may be relatively

etcy to flud the mower thin -answers are tame closely packed and there

fate fir impossible values- to b ignored. Inspection of Figure 14.5

'M -they tota Atatzers to valets in the multiplicetioti tables, lam%

eiVe tea,MatrSted at the ltrser valmt become quits armta abm 50

This am be the source of the difficulty students have calculating the

larger products. This Wpothesis would take accent or the feet that

the epted seems to depeetd upon the product rather than either factor,

yet errors are patterned as they are.

Nonetheless, it must be azitttii that the picture of multiplying

gives, by this experiment is very incselpletet Th. f**: Asaar#122 frets

the (t eta not foram, is the greet ix:ports= of Mist may be

cal3Ad the rresposse productiee aspect of tts process. The lutx}rtmee

of Footle:Eng respenses, orMusz7 paired-associates leaning, has

b elsplasised especially by Underwood (or example. in the bock by

11.11aill,,X.11111111.113111111.11.,11.M1
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EINIIMPAZaglealMeesmaim -iammit.,PlativiesPOINtillielligalIONWIONOMMIONOMAt

Inaert Pigs 4-5 attatt ht. we

owilesonsoloatilsomatwartimaramseretatoweez"...asesommentemaratasissesiftral

Underwood and Schuls). In the task of multtAying, at least vhmi

reciting the 3,-.4 table rapidly, it appears that students beccm

especially ready to emit those numbers that are products in the table.

ST Meat mechanism these numbers are integrated and given strong

readiness rims, to the writer: moat obscure. if all of these numbers

are atedlable, tben some mechanism is needed to supprese..ell but the

correct ruponse. This process worked successfully 99 percent of

the time, 'in the present experiment, but we found that when subjects

did err they' often got neither factor right, and *aid no detectable

attention to the odd-wren principle. This meg rarely mean that the
mechanisms happened to slip, producing au orro.r, end that they are

usually sufficient to yield a correct answer.
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